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INFORMATION

FOR

ma STUDENTS
Welcome to the Marine Corps Institute training program. Your interest in
self - improvement and increased professional competence is commendable.
information is provided below to assist you in completing the course.
Please read this guidance before proceeding with your studies.
1.

MATERIALS

Check your course materials. You should have all the materials listed in
the "Course Introduction."
In addition you should have an envelope to mail
your review lesson back to MCI for grading unless your review lesson answer
sheet is of the self - mailing type.
If your answer sheet is the pre- printed
type, check to see that your name, rank, and social security number are
correct. Check closely, your MCI records are kept on a computer and any
discrepancy in the above information may cause your subsequent activity to go
unrecorded. You may correct the information directly on the answer sheet. If
If you are
you did not receive all your materials, notify your training NCO.
not attached to a Marine Corps unit, request them through the Hotline (autovon
288-4175 or commercial 202-433-4175).
2.

LESSON SUBMISSION

The self- graded exercises contained in your course are not to be returned
to MCI. Only the completed review lesson answer sheet should be mailed to
MCI.
The answer sheet is to be completed and mailed only after you have
finished all of the study units in the course booklet. The review lessen has
been designed to prepare you for the final examination.

It is important that you provide the required information at the bottom of
your review lesson answer sheet if it does not have your name and address
printed on it.
In courses in which the work is submitted on blank paper or
printed forms, identify each sheet in the following manner:
DOE, John J. Sgt 332-11-9999
08.4g, Forward Observation

Review esson
Military or office address
(RUC number, if available)
Submit your review lesson on the answer sheet and/or forms provided.
Complete all blocks and follow the directions on the answer sheet for
mailing. Otherwise, your answer sheet may be delayed or lost. If you have to
interrupt your studies for any reason and find that you cannot complete your
course in one year, you may request a single six month extension by contacting
your training NCO, at least one month prior to your course completion deadline
date.
If you are not attached to a Marine Corps unit you may make this
request by letter. Your commanding officer is notified monthly of your status
through the monthly Unit Activity Report. In the event of difficulty, contact
your training NCO or MCI immediately.

MAILTIME DELAY

A.

Presented below are the mail-time delays that you may experience between
the mailing of your review lesson and its return to you.
TURNAROUND
MAIL TIME

EAST COAST
WEST COAST
FPO NEW YORK
FPO SAN FRANCISCO

MCI PROCESSING
TIME

16
18
22

TOTAL NUMBER
OAYS
21
23
27

5

5
5

You may also experience a short delay in receiving your final examination
due to administrative screening requirtd at MCI.
4., GRADING SYSTEM
LESSONS

GRADE
A
B
C
D
NL

EXAMS

PERCENT

MEANING

94-100
86-93
78-85
70-77
BELOW 70

EXCELLENT
ABOVE AVERAGE
AVERAGE
BELOW AVERAGE
FAILING

GRADE

PERCENT

A
B
C
D

94-100
86-93
78-85
65-77
BELOW 65

F

You will receive a percentage grade for your review lesson and for the
final examination. A review lesson which receives a score below 70 is given a
grade of NL (no lesson). It must be resubmitted and PASSED before you will
receive an examination. The grade attained on the final exam is your course
grade, unless you fail your first exam. Those who fail their first exam will
be sent an alternate exam in which the highest grade possible is 65%. Failure
of the alternate will result in failure of the course.
5.

FINAL EXAMINATION

ACTIVE DUTY PERSONNEL: When you pass your REVIEW LESSON, your examination
will be mailed automatically to your commanding officer. The administration
of MCI final examinations must be supervised by a commissioned or warrant
officer or a staff NCO.
OTHER PERSONNEL:
your supervisor.
6.

Your examination may be administered and supervised by

COMPLETION CERTIFICATE

The completion certificate will be mailed to your commanding officer and
your official records will be updated automatically. For non Marines, your
completion certificate is mailed to your supervisor.
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7.

RESERVE RETIREMFNT CREDITS

Reserve retirement credits are awarded to inactive duty personnel only.
Credits awarded for each course are listed in the "Course Introduction."
Credits are only awarded upon successful completion of the course. Reserve
retirement credits are not awarded for MCI study performed during drill
periods if credits are also awarded for drill attendance.
8.

DISENROLLMENT

Only your commanding officer can request your disenrollment from an MCI
course. However, an automatic disenrollment occurs if the course is not
completed (including the final exam) by the time you reach the CCD (course
completion deadline) or the ACCD (adjusted course completion deadline) date.
This action will adversely affect the unit's completion rate.
9.

ASSISTANCE

Consult your training NCO if you have questions concerning course
content. Should he/she be unable to assist you, MCI is ready to help you
whenever you need it. Please use the Student Course Content Assistance
Request Form (ISD-1) attached to the end of your course booklet or call .ae of

the ALMON telephone numbers listed below for the appropriate course writer
section.

PERSONNEL/ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNICATiONS/ELECTRONICS/AVIATION
NBC/INTELLIGENCE
INFANTRY
ENGINEER/MOTOR TRANSPORT
SUPPLY/FOOD SERVICES/FISCAL
TANKS/ARTILLERY/INFANTRY WEAPONS REPAIR
LOGISTICS/EMBARKATION/MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT/
ASSAULT AMPHIBIAN VEHICLES

288-3259
288-3604
288-3611
288-2275
288-2285

288-2290

For administrative problems use the UAR or call the MCI HOTLINE:

288-4175.

For commercial phone lines, use area code 202 aid prefix 433 instead of
288.
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CRANE i EXCAVATOR OPERATOR

COURSE INTROOUCTION
CRANE and EXCAVATOR OPERATOR is designed to enable the crane and excavator operator to
perform his duties more proficiently by providing him with the study material covering the
cupabilitiqs of Marine Corps crane and excavator attachments, operating techniques, rigging of
wire rope, and operator's preventive maintenance.
AOMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
ORDER OF STUDIES
Study Unit
famber

Study Hours

1

2
3
4

Subject Material,

Cranes & Excavator
Attachments & Rope Wire
Safety
Operator Maintenance
REVIEW LESSON
FINAL EXPXIMATION

2
3
2
2
2

I2

RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDITS:
CREDITS:

4

EXMINATION:

Supervised final examination without textbook or notes; time
limit, 1 hour.

MATERIALS:

MCI 13.52a Crane & Excavator operator and answer sheet.

RETURN OF MATERIALS:

Students who successfully complete this course are permitted
to keep the course materials.
Students disenrolled for inactivity or at the request of their
commanding officers will return all course materials.

NOM TO TAKE TN1S COURSE
This course contains 4 study units. Each study unit begins with a general objective
which is a statement of what you should learn from that study unit. The study units are
divided into numbered work units, each presenting one or more specific objectives. Read the
objectivo(s) and then the work unit text. At the end of the work unit text are study
questions which you should be able to answer without referring to the text of the work unit.
After answering the questions, check your answers against the correct ones listed at the and
of the study unit. If you miss any of the questions, you should restudy the text of the work
unit until you understand the correct response. When you have mastered one study unit, move
on to the next. After you have completed all study units, complete the review lesson and tek.1
it to your training officer or NCO for mailing to MCI. MCI will mail the final examination to
your commending officer or NCO when you pass the review lesson.

SOURCE MATERIALS
TM 07847A -15

Crane-Wheel-Mounted MC2500, 30 ton Nov 1977

TM 08307A-14/1
TM-07691A-I5

Crane - Wheel - Mounted MC 40 Cruz Dec 1979

TM-0759111-13

COMMERCIAL

Crane-Wheel-Mounted 7 1/2 ton M-15B116 June 1975
Crane-Wheel-Mounted 7 1/2 ton M-RT-48IC Jan 1980
User's Safety Manual 1975

i
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MARINE CORPS INSTRITE
Welcome to the Marine Corps
Institute correspondence training program. Ry enrolling in this course,. you
have shown a desire tb improve the
skills you need for effective job performance, and MCI has provided materials
to help you achieve your goal. Now all
you need is to develop your own method
for doing these materials to best advantage.

The following guidelines present
a four-part approach to completing your
MCI course successfully:

1. Make a. "reconnaissance of
your materials;

2. Plan your study time and choole
a good study environment;

3. Study thoroughly and system-

atically

4. Prepare for the final ex.'''.
I. MAKF: A "RECONNAISSANCE" OF
YOCR MATERIALS
Begin with a look at the course
introduction page. Read the COURSE
INTRODUCTION to get the "big picture"
of the course. Then read the MATERIALS
section near the bottom of the page to
find out which texts) and study aids you
should have received with the course,

trations. Read a few work untt questions to get anidea of the types that are
asked. If MCI provides other study
aids, such as a slide rule or a plotting
board, familiarize yourself with them.
Now, get down to specifics !

S

II. PLAN YOUR STCDY TIME AND

T

CHOOSE A GOOD STUN ENVIRON-

MEtiT

U
D

From looking over the course
materials, you should have some Ides
of how much study you will need to complete this course. But "some idea" is
not enough. You need to work up a
personal study plan; the following steps
should give you some help.

19

0

Get a calendar and mark those
days o the week when you have Untie

U

free for study. Two study periods per
week, each lasting I to 3 hours, are
suggested for completing the minimum
two study units required each month by
1441, Of courses work and other
schedules are not the same for everyone.
The importsm thing is that you schedule
a regular time for study on the sa ;ne
days n each week,

1

D
E

If any of the listed materials are missing, see Information for MC:l Students
to find out how to get them. If you hat
everything that is listed* you are ready
to "reconnoiter" your MCI course.

0 Read the course introduction
page again. The SioUtiOti marked ORDER
OF STEDIE.S tells you the number of
study units 1st the course and the approximate number of stue.7 hours you will
need to complete each study unit. Plug
these study
into your schedules

For example, if you set aside two 3 -hour
study periods each week and the ORDER

Read through the tablets) of Coll.
tents of your text(s). Note the various
subjects covered in the course and the
order in which they are taught. Leaf
through the WOO and look at the illus-

O1 STMIES estimates 2 study hours for
your first study unit, you could easily
schedule and complete the first study
unit in one study period. On your oldendttr ;,ou would mark "Study Unit 1" on the

V

10

appropriate day, Suppose that the
second study unit of your course requires 3 study hours. In that use, you
would divide the study unit in half and
work on each half during a separate
study period. You would mark your
calendar accordingly. Indicate on your
calendar exactly when you plan to work
on each study unit for the entire course.
Do not forget to schedule one or two
study periods to prepare for the final

Follow the some procedure for each
study unit of the course. if you have
problems with the text or work unit questions
that you annot solve on your own, uk
your secants OIC or NOW for help. If
he cannot aid you, request assistance from
MCI an the Student Course Content Assistance Request included with this course.
When you have finished all the study
unite, complete the course review lesson.
lig to answer each question without the aid of
referees. materials. However, it you do not
know an answer, look it up, When :Poo have
MAW the lesson, take it to your training
officer or 21C0 for mailing to MCI. MCI
will grade it and send you a feedback sheet
listing course references for any questions
that you miss.

exam.

@ Stick to your schedule.
Besides planning your study
time, you should also choose a study
environment that is right for you. Most
people need a quiet place for study, like
a library or a reading lounges other
people study better where there is back-.
ground musics still others prefer to study
out-of-doors. You must choose your
study environment carefully so that it
fits your individual needs.

W. PREPARE VOR THE IMAl. EXAM

III. STUDY THOROUGHLY AND
SYSTEMATICALLY

Armed with a workable schedule
and situated in a good study environment
you are now ready to attack your course

study unit by study unit. To begin, him
to the first page of study mit 1, On this
page you will find the study unit °Wadi%
a statement of what you should be able to
do after completing the study MR.
DO NOT begin by reading the
work unit questions and flipping through
the text for answers, If you do so

How do you prepare for the final
exam? Yellow these four *Wpm

you will prepare to fail, not pass, the
final exam. instead, proceed u fol-

0 Re viett esch study unit objective
u a summary of what was taught in the
course.

lows:

AO Read th objective for the
first work unit and then read the work
unit text carefully. Make notes on
the ideas you feel are important,

()Reread all portions of the text
that you found particularly difficult.
NeVit'S all the work unit questions,

Without referring to the text,
answer the questions at the end of the
work unit.

psying wain) attention to those you missed
the first time around,

© Check your answers against
the correct ones listed at the end of

Study the course review
lesson, paying particular attention
to ties questions you mimed.

If you mtss any of the questions,
restuc?,the *ark unit until you understand
the correct response.

It you follow them simple
steps, you should do well on the

the study unit.

O Gus to the

pest steps

through

work unit and reuntil you have come

pleted all the work units in the study Wt.

Gael, 0001) WOO
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STUDY UNIT 1

CRANE AND EXCAVATOR GMAT*
STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCESWUL COMPLETION OF THIS STIMT UNIT, YOU MILL
IDENTIFY
PRIMARY RIME OF A CRANE, AM EXCAVATOR, AND VIE cowman OF TIME

THREE CMS AND EXCAVATOR USED SY THE MINE COPS. YOU HILL ALSO IDENTIFY
LIFTINS, RUINS CAPABILITIES, AND CARRIER MOBILITY OF TIME CRANES AND EXCAVATOR.

The crane and excavator are the most versatile, the most difficult to operate, and
probably the most dangerous pieces of engineering equipment used in the !brine Corps. For
these reasons this course has been written for you, the crane and excavator operator. It is
designed to provide you with a basic knowledge of the types, components, capacities, sad
attachments of the three cranes and excavator commonly used in the Marine Corps today. The
OWN also covers safety, operator maintenance, and wire rope handling. It is
intended

to take an operator step by stop throe. start and stop techniques. That bowl
is hest
gained while actually working with specific equipment. The information provided n this
course should give the operator the fundamental knowledge that he should have, prior to
actually operating a crane and excavator.
The crane first appeared about 1835 and looked like a crude boom with a shovel
attachment, mounted on a railroad flat car. Over the years, cranes gradually acquired a

variety of attachments and left the rails to appear on crawler tracks or rAbm. tires.

Mork Unit 1-1.

PURPOSE I BASIC COMMENTS

IDENTIFY THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE CRANE AND EXCAVATOR MID THEIR TWO BASIC

COMMENTS.

Cranes are designed to do many jobs under varied conditions, but their basic purpose

is to lift a load and place it in a new location. It is thrush the operator's knowledge and
*ill that the most efficient use of cranes, excavator and their attadoments will be ode.
The operation of the mechanism is threefold: hoist, swing, and travel. The boom If le 1-1) on
any crane or the excavator may be raised or lowered through an arc, pivoting about its point
of attachment. The boom hoist device prevides the moans of lifting and lowering the boom.
The swill _mechanism allows the entire
table or upper revolving frame to be revolved
through MO9 in either direction. The travel mechanism, through wheels or tracks, gives the
crane its mobility. The excavator is similar to the crane in these characteristics.

Wm NOW

WINO 06:114101114

Fig 1-1.

Functions of crane-shovel mechanism.

1-1

to order for you to understand the cranes and excavator better and to aid you (a their
use, the basic covenants of cranes and excavator and the attachments which may be installed
on them
be described.

ttni

A WNW and excavator is made up of two basic components, the mounting (carrier) and
the upper revolving superstructure (fig 1-2). The mounting is that portion which supports the
upper revolving frame (superstructure) and makes it mobile with either wheels or tracks, such
as tho Grove, Pettibone, I 0rotts (fig 1-2). Also the mounting holds the machinery which
powers the cranes and excavator (fig 1-2).

. WIN aummumg

semnmio
Fig 1-2.
a.

Rousting and upper revolving superstructure.

__,c.eArrier components ifigL1-3).

The wheels are powered by the MO engine
All three cranes and excavator have a
The three cranes have 4 wawa steering and the excavator

MFT16,010 ennui' excavator.
4-wheel drive capability.
has 2 wheel steering.

Fig 1-3.

Wheel-Mounted Carrier.

All control levers and instruments are stationed in the operator's cab except for the 30-ton
Brett and Trott Excavator. The control lovers are inside the operator's cab but the
instruments and gauges are outside the operator's cab mounted on the engine shroud instrument
panel (fig -4).

1-2
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Fig 1-4.
b.

Engine Instrument Panel.

Upper revolving frame components. The upper revolving frame (fig 1.$), rests on tee
travel mecnanfsm mounting. TOO upper revolving frame consists of the operating
mechanism, counterweight, winches and boom. The Orott crane and cwcavator have the
controls in the operator's cab which is also on the superstructure. The boom is
attached to the operator's cab, along with the hoist cylinders (fig 1-5, 1-51.

1.3

4, -

14

Fig 1-5.

Upper Revolving Frame.

ilr..."_.
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Fig 1-6.

Top-Winch Compartment (Orott).

1-4

EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
What is the primary purpose of a crane?
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

To
To
To
To

dig ditches
build bridges
lift loads and place them in new locations
carry loads over long distances

What are the two basic components of a crane and excavator?
a.

b.
c.
d.

Work Unit 1-2.

track-mounted and boom
mounting (carrier) and upper superstructure
wheal -mounted and winch
air-mounted and tires
EXCAVATOR AND CRANES USED BY THE MARINE CORPS

WHEN GIVEN AN ILLUSTRATION, MATCH THE THREE CRANES AND EXCAVATOR USED BY THE
MARINE CORPS WITH THEIR NORMENCLAYURE.
The cranes and excavator discussed here are the MC 2500 30-ton (Drott), MC 40 Cruz
(Drott), M.15 B1WF 7 1/2-ton (Pettibone) and the 14-RT-4811C 7 1/2-ton (Grove). These are the
ones which you will be coming in contact with; therefore, these are the ones which you should
become familiar with. While reading about these cranes and excavator, you should keep in mind
that engineer units are generally equipped with the full range of attachments for these cranes
and excavator. Landing support companies, beach and port operations companies, and
maintenance battalions are usually Mittel to hookblocks and a limited number of clamshell
attachments. The cranes and excavator aro fully hydraulic.
Pettibone model 1501hr hydraulic crane (fig 1-7). This crane, which weighs 28,300 lb,
has a liming capacity or 7 itz tons. it is a four -wheel drive, four-wheel steer, full
revolving water-fording, diesel-powered, hydraulic crane. The crane is mounted on the center
of the vehicle and the hydraulic pump is mounted at the rear. Stablization of the crane is
accomplished with outriggers which are located at each corner of the crane.

V.

Fig 1-7.

Wheel-mounted 7 1/2-ton hydraulic
crane,model Pettibone ISBN?.

A winch is located at the rear of the three section telescoping boom. This crane is powered
by a GM 4-53 diesel engine. The Pettibone crane is generally used in the Reserve Units.
Grove model M-RT-48 NC hydraulic crane (fig 1-11). The crane, wheel-mounted, rough
terrain, hydraulic, T 112-ton mood' RT -4OMC (Grove), is a rubber-tired diesel powered,
hydraulically operated, material-handling item with a telescoping boom (two sections) capable
of lifting 7 1/2-tons. Weight of the crane is 24,760 lbs.

1-5
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Fig 1-8.
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Wheel-mounted 7 1/2 -ton hydraulic crane, model RT-48NC (Grove).

The nature of modern combat operations has established a requirement for a crane capable of
operating over rough terrain and providing means for general cargo handling of loads up to 7
1/2 tons. The subject crane will replace the Anthony 3-ton crane in active ground units and
the Pettibone 7 1/2-ton crane now in active Marine Aircraft Wings (NAM's),
The Anthony 3-ton
crane will remain in the active NAM's to support requirements for an air transportable crane
during contingency missions, and the Pettibone 7 1/2-ton crane will be assigned to Marine
Corps Reserve units. The Pettibone and Grove cranes are equipped with hook-block attachments.
Wheel-mountedt hydraulic rough terrain, 30-ton capacity crane, Model NC2500
This crane 10105'71,470 fb and has a lifting capacity of 30 tons. It has a boom that
li-tepable of extending from 33 to 80 feet. It is diesel engine-powered and is equipped to
operate with a pile-driver, hook-block and a 3/4-cub c yard clamshell bucket. The crane can
travel over rough terrain, sandy beaches, and on paved roads at speeds up to 22 MPH. The
normal method of steering is by the two front wheels, but the four-wheel carrier is also
capable of four-wheel coordinated steering and crab steering,
11.111.
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Fig 1-9.

Wheel-mounted 30-ton hydraulic crane, model MC2900.

The 30-ton Drat crane can be found in most Engineering Support units.
The Excavator, hydraulic, multipurpose, wheel-mounted, Model MC40 OR, (fig 1-10).

1.7
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Fig 1-10.

Model MC40 Drott Cruz.

A medium-weight hydraulic excavator is required in Fleet Marine Force (FW) engineer units to
support back-hoe type excavations in development of field fortifications, trenching
operations, emplacement of culverts and command bunkers, drainage ditch construction and
maintenance, airfield repairs, SAT's installation, water point construction, and construction
of bridge launch sites. The Excavator, hydraulic, multipurpose, wheel-mounted, Model MC40 DR,
with attachments, will support quarry operations, vehicle loading from material stockpiles,
and a variety of other engineer/logistics tasks which deal with rapid excavations.
The Excavator, hydraulic, multipurpose, wheel-mounted, Model MC40 DR, is
diesel-powered, pneumatic-tired, mobile four-wheel drive unit with three interchangeable
buckets for excavating, trenching, ditching, sloping, grading, backfilling, riprap work, and
loading. This item has mobile capabilities over rough terrain and has a highway speed of 22
miles per hour.
The excavator,
an oscillating
tool boom, and
Model MC40 DR,

hydraulic, multipurpose, wheel-mounted, Model MC40 DR, is fully
front axle, four stabilizers or outriggers, universal boom with
a tool boom extension. The Excavator, hydraulic, multipurpose,
has the capability of lifting a minimum of 10,000 pounds to a 15

revolving with
an extendable
wheel-mounted,
-foot height at

a 15 -foot radius.

EXERCISE:

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.

19
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Match each illustration in col umn 1 (items 1 -4) with its appropriate
ligtc11111:
nomenclature
won 2. Select th. ONE letter (a, b, co d, e, ) indicating your choice.
Place your answers in the spaces provided.
Column 1

Column 2

Illustration

Nomenclatum
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

MC2600 30 TON (OROTT)
M.RT.4BNC 7 1/2 TON (GROVE)
M-ISOIVF 7 1/2 TON (PETTIBONE)
MC40 Cruz (BRUIT)
N31ST (PIM)

2.

3.

4.

Work Unit 1-3.

LIFTING CAPABILITIES

IDENTIFY THE THREE FACTORS FOR RATING THE LIFTING CAPACITY OF A CRANE AND
EXCAVATOR.
Cranes and excavator are rated by their lifting capacity at 4 given operating radius,
boom an le, and boom len th. Operating radius, figure 1.11, is defined as the horizontal
s ance rem the con or o the crane's and excavator's turntable to the center of the hook
block or attachment suspended over the load: whom the load is being lifted from, and where It
will be set down.
Some lifts may extend initial working radius; for example, extending the boom to reach
the drop point.
When lifting a load near the maximum rated capacity of the crane, (even a small
increase in operating radius will affect tipping and structural strength) the boom deflect
forward. This increase can be substantial as the boom is fully extended.

1 -9
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Fig 1-11.
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Title Operating Radius.

Wheel - counted cranes are rated at their maximum lifting capacity at a 10.foot operating
radius, with outriggers figure 1-12 (which are used to keep the crane neirind stable) set,
with a 33-foot boom and positioned on firm level footing. The four basic factors to use whoa
determining the lifting capacity are boom length, operating radius, boom angle, and use of
outriggers furnished with the crane. Other considerations involved are the amount of
counterweights used, weight of the hook block, and the overall maintenance condition of the
Keeping these points in mind, always consult the tables furnished with the crane
crane
concerning the radius and recommended length of the boom before lifting a certain amount of
weight. Wen referring to the tables, remember the angle of the boom is found on the boos
with an indicator as in (fig 1 -i3/.

Fig 1-12.

Outriggers.

1-10
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Pig 1-13.

Boom angle indicator (Drott 30 -ton).

The boom angle range is from minus 5 degrees to 76 degrees. The minimum swing height and the
boon angle are indicated by the markings on the boom angle indicator (fig 1-13) which affixed
to the left hoist cylinder. The other boom angle indicators are located on the boom itself
(referring to the Pettibone and Grove cranes).

Examples of the weight that the cranes discussed here can handle at a given radius or
with various lengths of booms are listed in the load charts (found in the TM's and operator's
See figures 1-14 and 1.15.
cab) which are provided for each crane operator to follow.
15 111MF 1 1/2-ton Pettibone 0 RT-40MC 7 1/2-ton Grove Wheel-Mounted cranes, lifting
capacity (7 1n tons) is applied at a radius measured from the center of rotation of the
crane. The working radius is measured from the centerline of turntable in a horizontal plane
to a point where the center line of the block will intersect (fig 1.11).
Boom length is
measured from centerline of boom pivot pin to centerline of boom point sheave.

Loading handling devices, including the hook block, slings must be considered as part
of the load and allowances made for their weight as part of the load to be lifted. See Safe
Load Data figure 1-14.
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71

28
52
63
39
34
17

15,000
15,000
15,000
11,300
11.500
11.500

6.750
6,750
4.500
4.500
3,775
2,300

Safe load data (both 7 1/2 ton cranes).
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The table shove is based an the crane operating on firm level surface 3600 rotation and 85%
tipping.

IC 2500 30ton Wheel-Mounted Crane (lifting capacity is 30 tons). The rated loads
shown (fig 1.15) are for machines with 5200 pounds or counterweight on the upper
superstructure and do not exceed 85% of tipping,

1.

2.

1.

4.

Iii maws Halloo cepeCitis as determined by boom length and operating redlue.
Too vanwilgadt
oporeilos radius is the hoisentel distance from themes of rotation before leeding to the COOlO of
vertical hoist iln or teCkl with load applied.

The

The rated loads shoot ere for etchings with Sl04 pued of counterweight on the topper and do not ttceed OS/
of tOPPime. These ratio's ere based on frosty stsoended loads with the crane leveled and 'tending on
fins. unifoto supportine surface. The ratings dek no allowances for **terse job conditions, such est soft
or uneven greyed, out of level coditions, tatittelnes, side loath), pendulum etetiett: Sorting ea sudden
stopping of aside. troweling with loads, tosrdeus coodltiena, overawe of persoopel, two 'Ischia. lifts,
Silo puti art beat is hauntings ond,is sot permitted, (Tire retiltOn are 7S%
electric wires. 'SC.
loafs stew In C., black areas Sr. blood on structural treogth aed/or strength of materiel and not
on the stability of the nechlos.

The welshes of all Nod ha dileg *wises such n hooks, hoot blocks, silo's, et., soot the

hoist Me

shell te considered as pert of the load.

distortive SIIP from the
S. tin's "1St outriggers Oft based on outriggers fully sounded sod set to
ionoltudittel eels of the Wrier to the outrigger fleet plat genneetiootiod Wee sider4r, the ground
and 'rose/ creme weight.
6. tiole on tireedOpend ow tire enmity and Ceetltbso of tiros Inflated to 6S MI.

to (Dwelt** tease;
Use fully retracted boom positioned over front of crane.

The olio must opt be oscillated befoa
switch Is out in ettl loot goesiloo.
est lead against cargo bumper with aide rotaloor bruises In attended positiOn.
Lentil synods to ) allies per hour.

Lott-net OA, OOCII1OO by engaging the over.rlde switch.

7.

PAN30161.1. 0061M104,,

The neoleum clamshell Wallet enmity le lit cu. yd.
TA* endows weight of clamshell *octet end sooting' ebovid gm gams yopoipolootjy,
Clewshoil operettas is st000ltid for WOO Wooglio of )) to 42 /mg and operating mill of IS to SO foot.
Remove the load lOdicator dynastmott from the wins rope.
^Wale tionshmil en outriggers sod follow ell Moe *imitating notes gloomy. this etett.
The /SOO pound rating does is emceed ISV of tipping, or 7dt of the evallebi *losing Ilse poll. or
the alloweble wire MOO loading, when operated within the boom longs% and radii 91,m,
8.

1816/1. v

Si

matAillgajw

Console pii driver otouirlogers within the Heats of the load chart.
loth lines holdlog the pile driver end the pile mist ronelo elei during the delving *Wade*
prevent shoot Weds on the op000.

9. LOW

40.

11.
17.
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to

tntig.

ut Imdlsoior "Ports of lino" to equal the nmb', of linos bataena end block and boom point.
pre -sets antigen load lingt,detevoleat from the toting shoot for the operetta' 40a#10,00000041Sed
ea torn lnith god etotrating radius.
rasp ell sheaves In the block, teem oolnt, and dynamometer welt lubricated.
The stolen* lead foe controlled footfall is limited to $000 pounds.
age not operate et redil beyond where the lead ratio' chores list so Capacity, singe theorise can overturn
without any lead eh the hook.
dad Potter Merited, telescoping tons sections ate hydraulically segunieed terantaod and nearest equally for
amino% of 1),(0, for each section. These sections must be attended equally it all VOW. any lead withitt
the tholes of the load chart way be te4escopedi hemostat, the.editiona Ned le limited by hydrating pressure.
motl. and boom lubrication.
then the bon, length or the sparsely. radius tO be used is between these 'Ninon the load rating short,
the rated teed Is them the load it the nut loafer Wow length or operating radius.

Fig 1.15,

Safe load data (30 ton MC 2500).

The ratings make no allowances for adverse Job conditions, such as: soft or uneven grounds out
of level conditions, high winds, side loading pendulum action, jerking or sudden stopping of
loads. For other attachments to this crane consult your TN.
NC40 Cruz Excavator, hydraulic, multipurpose, wheel-mounted. It does not have a load
chart but caution must be used when operattng, it does swini-1310-and outriggers are
recommended. For other attachments to this Excavator consult your TN.
Remember:
a.

Operating radius is the horizontal distance from the center of the crane's turntable
to the center of the hook block suspended over the load. See figure 1.16.

1.12
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Fig 1-16.
b.

.1.41111

Operating radius.

Boom length is the distance from the center of the boom hinge pin at the base of the
boom, to the end of the last boom section. The Drott 30-ton boom's length is easily
read from the cab by looking at the length markings on the side of the number two boom
section. See figure 1-1/.

Fig 1-1/,
c.

IMMEIW

Boom length.

Boom angle is the angle determined when the boom is raised from a horizontal
position. See figure 1-18.

1-13
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Fig 1-18.

Boon angle.

EXERCISE: .Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
end of this study unit.
1.

What are the three factors for rating the lifting capacity of a Crane & Excavator?
a.
L.

c.
2.

operating radius, boom angle, boom length.
boon length, boom angle, tipping.
boon length, boos angle, outrigging.

What is the horizontal distance from the center of the crane's turntable to the
center of the hook block or attachment suspended over the load called?
a.

Boom angle

b. Bow length
r.

Work Unit 1-4.

Operating radius
USAGE OF A LOAD AND WEIGHT CHART

GIVEN AN ILLUSTRATION CHART, MATCH THE MAXIM O RATED LOADS TO THE OPERATING RADIUS
AND BOOM LENGTH.
In determining a safe boos angle and boom length with respect to the weight of the
load you most see the load charts to aid you. Every crane is equipped with a set of
easy -to -read charts. On most models, the charts are located on the inside cab well.

Rough terrain cranes have 360 degree lifting capacity. When lift or lower operations are
node outside the front working areas refer only to the load chart narked "Rated Loads for
Three Hundred Sixty Degrees". See figure 1-19.

Fig 1-19.

Rated loads for 3600.

1-14
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Fill 1-20.

Rated loads over the front.

The rough terrain crane operator has two working ranges; if the lift and lower point are
within the front working area, defined as the angle from the center of rotation through the
center of the front outrigger supports, refer only to the load chart marked "Rated Loads Over
the Front". See figure 20.
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EXERCISE: Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at the
and of this study unit.
1.

Using the diagram on page 1-16 (fig 1-21), Rated Load Chart 3600, determine the
maximum rated load for a boom length of 62 feet with a boom angle of 60 degrees?
a.
b.
c.

d.

34,000
26,000
21,000
19,000

Match t Match the illustrations in column 1 (items 2-4) with the proper rated
Toe cTi rt for each lift in column 2. Select the ONE letter (a, b, c,) indicating
your choice. Place your answers in the spaces provided.
Colleen 1

Colton 2

Illustration

Rated Load
a.
b.
c.

2.

Rated Loads Over Side
Rated Loads 360 degrees
Rated Loads Over Front

3.

4.

Mork On

1-4,

FCCOING CAPABILITIES

STATE 111E FOROING CAPABILITIES OF THE THREE CRANES AND EXCAVATOC.

To ensure success in amphibious operations, landing support and engineer units must
assist the landing force in its ship-to-shore movements and faci:itate waterborne landing. To
get supplies to the beaches, the cranes and excavator must have fording ability. As a normal
rule, most cranes and the excavator can be used in water as long as water does not get inside
the engine air intake.
Fording precautions.
In fording, the 15B1WF, the RT-40HC, MC 2500, and the NC40 Cruz
can be moved through water up to the bottom of their superstructures.
They all can be
subjected to a depth of as much as 60 inches, except for the 15BIlif crane which fords 40".

28

Always test the depth of the water, allowing for the consistency of the bottom, and
never attempt to ford even the narrowest stream if the water is too deep.
Be sure that the
engine is operating at full efficiency before fording.
Shift the transmission into the
low-speed range and speed up the engine to minimize the danger of stalling.
Always enter the
water slowly so the water will not surge into the engine compartment.
Maintain a slow, steady
speed (3-4mph) while fording.
In case complete submersion occurs during fording and you
should have to swim out, clear all water from the fuel, hydraulic, and lubrication systems as
soon as possible to prevent rusting and dry watersoaked electrical components thoroughly.
Start the engine as soon as possible as normal operating heat will dry the crane
satisfactorily in a short time.
After-fording, _preventive maintenance. Prevention of rust and deterioration of
Frequent inspections are
electrical insulation requires continual preventive measures.
necessary to find wore spots in the insulation. Rust and corrosion on any unit must be
corrected immediately. Clean off all rust and point bare surfaces. Place a light film of
lubricant on polished or machined metal surfaces. Remove accumlations of salt or dirt and
clean all fittings thoroughly before lubricating.
EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
Before attempting to ford a stream with a crane or excavator, you should always
ensure that the water is no deeper than the
a.
b.

2.

top of the tires
engine air intake

c.
O.

top of the counterweight
bottom of the operator's seat

The MC 2600 30 -ton Drott crane wheel-mounted can ford a depth of how many inches?
a.
b.
c.

50
60

d.

00

Work Unit 1-6.

CARRIER MObILITY

STATE A CARRIER MOBILITY OF ALL THREE CRANES AND EXCAVATOR
Crane mobility capabilities are indeed important to accomplish effectively the
assigned mission. When deciding what type of crane to use, you must keep in mind its
limitations and coNibilities on the beach, off the road, and on the road over long distances.
On the beach. Mobility on the beach ss a problem thrt landing support people
encounter. The crane and excavator must have the ability to make ship-to-shore movement and
travel across beaches. Making ship-to-shore movement can be quite interesting. It requires a
bit of skill for an operator to move the crane off the boat into the surf and onto the beach.
It is not unusual for the operator to disappear in the surf, but with discipline he'll ride it
Consider the difficult job of balancing the crane by lifting the boom while coming down
out.
the steep ramp into the surf and then quickly dropping the boom down to keep the crane from
tipping over while moving to the beach.

The weight of the wheehmounted crane and excavator is transmitted to the ground at
the point of contact between each tire and the ground. This type of crane has a ground
bearing pressure of 75 to 100 psi (fig 1-22) off the road and

29
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Fig 1-22.
on the road.
road.
EXERCISE:

1,

4
111411014

Ground bearing pressure.

The three cranes and excavator can maneuver in rough-terrain as well as on the

Answer the following question and check your response against that listed at the
end of this study unit.
whet is the carrier mobility trait of all three cranes and excavator?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Week- mounted
Wheel-mounted
Track-mounted
Ski-mounted

SUMMARY REYIEM
In this lesson you learned the primary purpose of the crones and excavator by lift'',
loads and placing them in new locations. All the equipoent is wheel-mounted. You learned the
cheracterlstics of the excavator and the three cranes used by the Marine Corps, and that both
are similar. You learned the lifting capabilities and that the excavator and cranes cube
forded, and that all these types of equipment are easy to maneuver on or off the road.
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STUDY UNIT Z

AITACNIENTS MO WIRE ROPE

STUDY UNIT MOTIVE; UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY UNIT. YOU WILL
IDENTIFY NE ATTACIOUNTS WED ON NE TIM CRANES AND EXCAVATOR INCLUDING THEIR

?WOKS. voinu. ALSO IDENTIFY THE CHARACTERISTICS OF NM RIPE, THEIR scum
AND CUTTING, AND THE CARE IF MU ROPE.
Crass attediunts re designed to lift loads and mks construction operations possible
under various conditions. The six bolds attodosnts
2-0 to be discussed More ere the

hook block, clamshell, *mentor bucket, Mt& almost budget Wirrist-e.twist, multipurpose
bucket and pile driver. For an operator to asks tho most efficient use of those attachments,
he most know *Or capabilities end Itaftstions. This study wit discusses those cepobilitia
sad limitations. It also COWS the dieracteristics mod heading of wire rope.
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DITCH CLUNK BUCKET/
WRIST-0-KIST

NOOK BUCK

CLAMSHELL

10.1131P1XPOSE BOCKET014

EXCAVATOR ROCKET (BACK ROC)

PILE DRIVER

Fig 2-1 Crane and excavator attachments.
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Section 1.

Work Wit 2-1.

ATTACHMENTS

NOOK BLOCK

RIVEN ILLUSTRATIONS OF ATTACHMENTS USED ON TIE CRANES AND EXCAVATOR, IDENTIFY THE
NOOK BLOCK ATTACHMENT.
IDENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE NOOK BLOCK
The book block
wide variety of tasks.
construction sites and
etc.). A crane with a
capacity rating of the

(fig 2-2) is the standard crane attachment and is used to perform
Examples are handling, steel and other construction material at
handling cargo at various locations (warehouses, factories, docks,
hook block attachment can be used to lift anything weighing up to the
crane.

Fig 2-2.

Nook block.

Nook block emelement. Before making any lift, you should consult the tables
furnished with the crane concerning the handling of specific weight of materials. Remember
that you most alwkyi include !hi:weight of the hook block when determining the overall weight
being lifted. Tensure that the hook block used has the capability to handle the load, you
must determine the approximate safe working capacity (SWC) of the hook block. Use the
fgllowing rule of iamb: SWC in tons is equal to the square of the diameter of the hook or
D. The diameter (0) measurement is taken where the inside of the hook starts its bend (fig
2-2). Thus the safe working capacity of a hook with a diameter of 3 inches is as follows:
SliCD2=(3) (3)69 tons.
Regardless of the weight of the load, there is a definite procedure for lifting, swinging, and
placing load. The five lifting steps are illustrated in figure 2-3.
Step 1.

Position the boom over the load (fig 2-34).

Step 2.

Attach the hook and hoist the load (fig 2-3b).

Step 3.

Swing the load slowly and smoothly to the desired position and stop
gently (fig 2-30. You can swing and hoist simultaneously.

Step 4.

Spot the load over the desired position (fig 2-3d). This requires
accurate control of the hoist and swing movements.
It takes prectice to
locate the load at the exact spot without hunting or overshooting.
Remember that you can raise or lower the boom to position the load
accurately.

2-3
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Step S.

Slowly lower the load until the hook can be disengaged (fig 2-30).
0180010,0 the hook. Position the boom over the next load and follow the
same procedure.

C

a

Fig 2-3.

2221CISC:

Lifting steps.

boor the follcooiel questions and check jour responses against those listed at
the and of this sbody unit.

1.

From the following illustrations, identify the hook block attachment.

a

2.

a.

C.

b.

What is the purpose of a hook block?
a.
b.

c.
d.

To
To
To
To

dig dItches
knock piles into the ground
drag waterways
lift anything weighing up to the capacity rating of the crane
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1
3.

You are operating a MCZSOO Orott crane and are asked to lift a load weighing
12,000 pounds. How should you determine if you can lift this load?
a.
b.
c.

d.

Work Unit 2-2.

Oy
Oy
By
By

the
the
the
the

length of the wire rope
weight of the berme
weight of the hook block
horsepower of the engine

CLAMSHELL

GIVEN ILLUSTRATIONS OF ATTACHMENTS USED ON THE CRANES Ale ;ACAVATOR, IDENTIFY THE
CLAMSHELL ATTACHMENT.
IDENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF CLAMSHELL.

The clamshell attachment (fig 2-4) derives its name from the general shape and
operation of this type of bucket. In general, the clamshell bucket consists of two halves or
shells hinged at the top so that the bucket can be opened, or so that both shells can be drawn
together to form a bowl-like bucket. At the beginning of the digging cycle, the bucket is
lowered to dig slightly into the material to be lifted. As the closing line is wound up an
the drum, the two halves or 'clams" of the bucket come together, digging their way into the
material and filling the bucket. While the bucket is closing, its weight helps the bucket
bite into and penetrate the material being dug. This is the only crowding action available on
the clamshell

Fig 2-4.

clamshell attachment.

The purpose of the clamshell is working at, above and below ground level.
It is capable of digging loose to medium type soils at all three levels. The height that can
The depth that can be reached
be reached by the clamshell depends on the length of the boom.
is limited by the amount of wire rope on the crane drums. The weight that the clamshell can
handle will vary. so always refer to the crane's load chart in the TM. Clamshell employment.
It col be used for underwater
The jobs on which the clamshell can be used are numerous.
excavation, for hopper work, and for controlled excavation such as culvert trenches and
footings. The clamshell may also be used to dig straight down, as in digging foundations,
pier holes, and cellars. Clamshells are also useful for many material-handling jobs such as
building stockpiles and loading and unloading railroad cars and haul units.

2-5
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The following general conditions control the use of clamshells. Material must he relatively
soft or loose, up to medium hard. The digging of this material should be in a vertical
Jobs requiring accurate dumping or disposal of
range: at, above, or below ground level.
material are usually chemshell jobs. There are four basic steps in the operation of the
clamshell. These are:
digging, hoisting the load, spotting and dumping the load, and
swinging back to the digging position.
The first three operating steps are illustrated in

figure 25.
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fig 2-5.

Clamshell operating cycle.

Employment of the clamshell in different situations is explained in the following paragraphs,

Loading aureorate bins or hoppers. When loading aggro rate bins or hoppers, the
clamshell sham of positioned to minimize the raising and lowing of the bowled the movement
of the machine between the stockpile and the hopper. If two clamshells must be used to keep
one hopper filled, careful timing by the operators is required to prevent contact between the
booms.

Fig 2.6.

MC2500 30-Ton with clamshell attachment.

Shaft or footing excavation. Since the dimensions of this type of excavation may
vary, it is difficult to discuss the position of the clamshell for the most efficient
operation. There are two important factors to be considered in tnis operation. These are (1)
the amount of wire rope on the crane and (2) the need for the outside edges of the cut to be
kept lower than the center to prevent the bucket from drifting toward the center and causing a
"V° shaped excavation. In deep excavations, a signalmen should guide the operator when the
bucket is out of the operator's line of sieht.
It may also be necessary to use hand taglines
to guide the bucket.
Unloading, railroad cars. The crane should be positioned parallel to the cars if
possible. Starting it one one or the car and digging on the sides enables the work to
progress either by moving the crane or by moving the car. Remember that the clamshell teeth
mey be removed to minimize the possibility of damage to the deck of the car and to permit a
more complete unloading of the car. Clamshell equipment consists of the crane boom, a
to line, hoist drum, holding line drum, and a clamshell bucket.
The to lira *s a smell cable
under tension which helps keep the bucket from excessive spinning, swaying any twisting. Two
drums are used for clamshell work. The closing line is attached to the Auxil'aidinch, which
closes the bucket when dining in the material, and will assist in hoisting ex bucket to
hoisting the
dumping height. The holding line 1s attached to the Main Minch, and assists
bucket to the dumping height. It will also hold the bucket at dumping height while the bucket
is being opened for dumping of material.

2-7
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fig 2-7.

Winch

rtment.

A clamshell bucket not to exceed 3/4 cubic yard will be used. Before installing the
000011, remove the weightload dynamometer, dynamometer bracket, and stow it in the stowage
bracket (fig 2-7). Connect the winch cables to the clamshell, then connect the teatime cable
to the clamshell.
Some tips for efficient clamshell operation are; If possible, position the crane on level
ground to avoid swinging the load "uphill" or "downhill". Position the crane so that the
digging operation is at the same radius as the the dumping operation. This prevents excessive
wear on the boom mechanism and wasting time by continuously raising and lowering the boom.
Bee the correct size bucket for the crane. Always refer to your TN III

EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check our responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
Front!. following illustrations, identify the clamshell attachment.

b.

a.

d.

C.

2. 'diet is the purpose of the clamshell!
a. To work shove
below
d level
b. To work only Dortop of the surface
C. To work above or on ground level
d. All of the above
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a. Pile driver
b. Clamshell
C.

Excavator bucket

d. Multipurpose bucket
Work Unit 2.3. PILE DRIVER
GIVEN ILLUSTRATIONS Of ATTACHMENTS USED ON THE CAMS AND EXCAVATOR, IDENTIFY THE
PILE DRIVER ATTACHMENT.

IDENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE PILE DRIVER.
the pile driver attachment (0A-1S1 Diesel Driven Pile Driver, fig 24) is used to
drive wood, steel, and COMM! Wings for fOundations, bridge bents, piers, and wharves.
Pile driver may be operated by air, stems, diesel, or gravity. ft diesel-operated type as
shown in figure 24 will be discussed in this work unit.
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Fig ?-:ts

:114.1511 Diesel Pile Hammer.

There are modifications that must be mdv
this crane before the crane will accept the pile
driver. The rooster sheave must be t4movr,.; from the boom tip, a roller sheave will be mounted
to the top of thelWomsheaves. A sl.do plate will be mounted to the bottom boom sheaves
which is attached to the Inds. Braces are attached to the revolving superstructure. Be sure
to remove the light breasts. The mein winch raises and lowers the pile driver, the auxiliary
winch raises, lowers, and controls the pile. This attachment takes three men to operate:
operator, signalmen, and hookup men. Operate the pile driver with the crane on the outriggers
within the limits of the load charts. Set the piling with the auxiliary winch. and hold the
hemmer with the mato winch. During operation, both lines must remain sleek. Wart the pile
driver engine, pull the trip lever to activate the driver. Operate the driver until the
piling is at desired depth.
NOTE:

If the piling stops, do not operate driver after 10 strokes, or pile refusal.

2.10
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When moving the pile driver, lower frame 6 inches off ground, lower p11* hammer to the same
position, raise outriggers 6 inches off ground, and then travel with crane. Place in 4-wheel
steering and do not exceed a speed of 2 mph.
EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
From the following illustrations, identify the pill driver attachment.
a.

b.

c.

d.

6s,
2. What is the purpose of the pile driver?
a.
b.

c.
d.
3.

To
To
To
To

drive wood, steel, and concrete pilings
dig ditches
excavate swamps
lift loads

What type of fuel does the DA158 pile driver run on?
a.
b.

Gas
Nitro

c.
d.

Oil
Diesel

Work Unit 2-4.

EXCAVATOR BUCKET (BACKHOE)

GIVEN ILLUSTRATIONS OF ATTACHMENTS USED ON THE CRANES AND EXCAVATOR, IDENTIFY AN
EXCAVATOR BUCKET.
IDENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE BACKHOE.
The excavator budket attachment (fig 2-9) is normally used for digging trenches and
for close-limit work. The excavator bucket 1$ capable of digging well below the level of its
own wheels /outriggers and also of digging in soft to hard materials. The weight of the boom
plus the positive pull on the dipper (backhoe) is used to force the dipper in to the
material. The excavator bucket combines the features of the multipurpose bucket and the ditch
cleanout bucket attachments. Its dipper 1s similar to the ditch clement bucket, but it digs
toward the excavator rather than away from it like the multipurpose bucket. Since the
excavator bucket is used primarily for close limit, below -wheel level work, a check for
underground bawds as well as for surface obstacles should be made before beginning to dig.
This check 1$ particularly necessary is populated areas where utility wire and pipes are
underround. If considerable close-quarter work is expected, small machines or even hand
labor may be necessaty to complete the job.

2II
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Fig 2.9.

Excavator Bucket (backhoe) attachment.

Excavator bucket implement. The efficient positioning of the excavator bucket depends on the
type Of work tote done ant will vary with the job. The excavator bucket is normally
associated with two types of excavation, trenches and basements. In some instances it may
also be used to load trucks. These three types of operation are explained in the following
subparagraphs.
a. Tranchin . During trench excavation with the excavator bucket, the excavator should
be cent*
trench with the wheels paralleling it. As the digging progresses, the
on
excavator loves backwards away from the end of the excavation. The material is disposed of by
loading it in trucks or stockpiling it alongside the trench. Another trenching method
involves digging trenches in two cuts. When using this method, you should make the first cut
with the boom carried high to excavate the top 35 to 45 percent of the desired trench depth.
then move forward about half the length of the excavator and remove the remainder of the
material with the boom carried low. This method, although rewiring many short moves by the
excavator, has the advantages of providing better digging angles for the dipper, better
filling of the dipper, and better operator visibility due to close.in dipper action. When
using this method, you should be especially alert to the possibility of the excavator's
tipping over it :he bank should cave in. figure 2.10 gives the operating specifications of
the excavator bucket.
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b. Basement excavations. For basement excavations, the procedures will very according to
the simmer tnewesement, the restrictions of surrounding properties or buildings, and the
requirements for disposing of the soil. When the excavator bucket is used for this type of
excavation, the starting point and the digging sequence should be planned so that the
excavator conveniently works itself free of the Job. Many variations of the two operating
plans shown in figure 2-11 are possible. The excavator straddles the outer edge and digs over
the end and side of the machine.
As the excavation progresses, the excavator moves as the

arrows indicate (fig 2-11).
Note:

leember that trenches for service pipes should be dug last.
digging from the basement excavation outward.

This is done by

it 1Fig 2-11.

easement excavation plans.

c. Leading trucks. In some instances the excavator bucket is used for loading trucks;
however, mien loading trucks, the wavator bucket is somewhat sloppy and inefficient and has
a slow digging cycle. The sloppiness is due to the material falling from the bucket as it is
lifted toward the dumping position. Ineffictmaresults from the maneuvering necessary to
complete a dump within the length of the truCk bed. lhe slow cycle is caused by the necessity
of pulling the bucket toward the boom before hoisting it in order to retain the load during
the hoist. When loading trucks, you should spot the trucks so they can be laded from the
side. Never swing the load over the cab of the truck. Nike sure the operator of the truck is
not in the cab.
Note:

EXERCISE:

1.

Never swing the superstructure while digging; otherwise undue lateral stress
will be placed on the boom.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
From the following illustrations, identify the excavator bucket attachment.
b.

a.

c.

2. What is the purpose of an excavator bucket?
a.
b.

c.
d.

To
To
To
TO

dig pits
excavate quarries
dig trenches
lead a grate
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d.

3.

What check is particularly necessary in populated areas wbo using the excavator
bucket?
Buildings
Trees
Underground wires $ pipes
Overhead pipes

a.
b.

c.
d.

DITCH CLEANOUT BUCKET 10/WRIST0-TWIST.

Work Unit 2-5.

GIVEN ILLUSTRATIONS OF ATTACHMENTS USED ON THE CRANES AND EXCAVATOR, IDENTIFY THE
DITCH CLEANOUT BUCKET 10/WRIST -0-TWIST.

IDENTIFY THE ADVANTAGE OF THE DITCH CLEANOUT BUCKET WITH THE WRIST -0-TWIST.

tit

f
111

&t,";^ lf
t. ..to
te. w

-

4

r

Fig 2-12.

Ditch Cleanout Bucket (B) brist-O-TwIst (A).

The Ditch Cleanout Bucket w/wristo-twist attachment (fig 2.12) Is similar to the
excavator bucket, but it has a more efficient cleaning action.
Both the excavator bucket and
ditch cleanout bucket can be equipped with or without the wrist-o-twist attachment. When the
ditching bucket is being used always engage the Axle Oscillation Lockouts located on the
wheel mounted frame. It is not necessary to lower the Outriggers. Always start the pass at
the for side of the ditch. Successive passes can then be made with each pass moving closer to
tht near edge of the ditch. On the final cleaning pass the bucket should be only partially
full and nearly vertical. This will leave the least amount of dirt to clean up. Have the
main boom set for maximum dump height for loading into a truck. Refer to the operators manual
(40 CruxAir) for further details. The wristo twist aids in different angles of cut and in
getting wet or sticky material out of the bucket by revolving the bucket side to side. Figure
2-13 shows the wristo-twist and ditch bucket specifications. The wristo twist attachment
afigles 400 to the left and 400 right.
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2-16

specifications,

bucket

ditch

and

Wrist-o-twist

2-13.

Fig
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EXERCISE:

I.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
Fro. the following illustrations. identify the ditch cleanout bucket with
wrist.o.twist.
a.

2.

d.

c.

What is the advantage of the ditch cleanout bucket w /wrist -o- twist?
a.
b.
c.

d.
3.

b.

It
It
It
It

has
can
can
has

a more efficient cleaning action.
drive piles.
lift objects.
dragline capabilities.

Looking at figure 2-13* what is the maximum depth of cut for an 8 foot level
bottom (straight clean-up)?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Work Unit 2.6.

29'0 (8.83m)
S'ON (1.52m)
17'1" (5.200)
27'96 (8.46m)

MULTIPURPOSE BUCKET (OROTT 4 in I)

GIVEN ILLUSTRATIONS OF ATTACHMENTS USED ON THE CRANES ANO EXCAVATOR. IOENTIFY THE
MULTIPURPOSE BUCKET.
IOENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE MULTIPURPOSE BUCKET.

The multipurpose bucket is probably the most often used attachment in the Marine Corps
engineer field (see fig 2-14). It is used as a conventional front-end loader* bulldozer*
scraper. or clamshell. It consists principally of the clam and blade. The clam is pinned to
the front of. and moved against and then away from the blade by hydraulic cylinders anchored
to the blade and attached to the top of the clam.

4

Fig 2-14.

Multi-purpose Bucket (I 1/4 cubic yd).
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For an illustration of using the front bucket see figure 2.15.
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Fig 2 -15.

Stockpiling with Front Loading Shovel.

When using the scoop - Mader, position the machine to use the full 3600 rotation of the boom
and lower the outriggers. Have the hoist cylinder set for maximum dump height (lower pin
hole). One method of working efficiently with the Front-Loading Shovel is called
"stockpiling". Figure 2 -15 illustrates the use of a Front Loading Shovel.
Handling miscellaneous material. In addition to the uses described above, the Orott 4 -in -1
clam -type-bucket can be used to backdrag, remove large rocks, remove loose stumps, and to pull
posts. Some of these operations are illustrated in fig 2-16. Use caution when performing
these operations to prevent excessive shock an the clam or the hydraulic system.

OgiOns Sou

Fig 2 -16.

Note:

EXERCISE:

PMis1410

Handling rocks and pulling posts with the Orott 4 -in -1 attachment.

You do not use the wrist.o -twist attachment with the 4.1n-1 bucket.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.

1.

From the following illustrations, identify the multipurpose bucket.
a.

2.

c.

d.

What is the purpose of the multipurpose Midst?
a.
b.
c.

d.

Front-end loader
Bulldozer
Scraper 6 clamshell
All of the above

Section II.
Work Unit 2 -1.

WIRE ROPE

CHARACTERISTICS OF WIRE ROPE

IDENTIFY THE THREE PARTS OF THE WIRE ROPE.

A very important part of being a good crane operator is knowing the capabilities of
wire rope and how they are used with the crane. Wire rope is connected to the crane's winches
Since cranes and their attachments may vary,
and attached by e process known as reeving.
refer to the proper TM for the correct reeving diagram for the equipment you are using. When
reeving your crane, you must ensure that the wire rope you use is the correct size, length,
and type. If they are incorrect, serious consequences may result. For instance, if your wire
rope is too long, the crane's winch will not hold it, and it will run off the edge of the
If it is too short, your wire rope my not allot you to do the job, and it outrun
winch.
completely off the drum. Wire ropes should be long enough to maintain one layer of rope on
the drum at all times. This layer ensures proper winding for the rest of the wire rope as it
is turned onto the drum. Proper wire rope size not day permits using your crane to its
maximum rated capacity, but it also makes the sheaves and winches last longer. If the
diameter of the wire rope used is smeller than that specified, the rope will wear a groove in
the sheave thread. If the diameter of the wire rope used is larger than that specified, the
rope will cause excessive wear on the outer edge of the sheave flange.

Construction. Wire rope consists of three parts: wires, strands and core (fig 2-17). In the
iiiireTWIOrldre rope, a number of wire are wound together to form a strand= then a number
of strands are wound together around a core to form the rope.
The basic unit of wire rope
construction is individual wire. This wire may be made of steel, iron, or other metal. In
making the rope the number of wires in the strands will vary, depending on the purpose for
which the rope Is intended. Wire rope is designated by the number of strands per rope and the
number of wires per strand. Thus a 1/2 inch 6x19 wire rope (fig 2 -18A) will have 6 strands
with 19 wires per strand. A 1/2 inch 6x37 wire rope (fig 2-148) will have 6 strands of 37
much smeller wires per strand. Both wire rapes will have the use outside diameter. A wire
rope made of a large number of smell wires will bears flexible than one made of large
On the other hand, a wire rope of small wires will not be as resistant to external
wires.
abrasion (wear) as one made of large wires. Consequently, your choice of wire rope will
depend on its intended use.
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Fig 2-17.

Construction of wire rope.

The mein types of wire rope used by the Marine Corps consist of 6, 7, 19, 24, or 37
ToWel in each strand. Normally the wire rope has six strands laid around
fiber or steel
The x619
core. Two common types of wire rope, 6x19 and 6x37, are illustrated to figure 2-141.
type, having 6 strands with 19 wires in each strand, is commonly used for rough hoisting and
skidding work where high abrasion is likely to occur. The 6x37 type, having 6 strands with 37
wires in each strand, is the most flexible of the standard 6-strand wire ropes. Its
flexibility lakes it particularly suitable for use on equipment with small sheaves and drums.
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Fig 2-18.

EXERCISE:

I.

Wire rope.

Answer the following question and check your response against that listed at the
end of this study unit.
Whet are the three parts of wire rope?
a.
b.

c.

Rope, strands, core
String, strands, core
Wires, strands, core

d. Who, strands, core
Work Unit 2-8.

SEIZING AND CUTTING WIRE ROPE

IDENTIFY THE PROCURES FOR SEIZING 6 CUTTING WIRE ROPE

2-20
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.

In the manufacture of wire rope, great care is taken in laying each wire in the
Seizing.
Therefore, before cutting wire
s rand and each strand of the wire rope under uniform tension.
rope, you must ensure that the ends are properly secured in order to maintain the original
balance, Failure to do this may result in some strands carrying a greater portion of the load
The process of securing
than others, thus decreasing the working capacity of the wire rape.
Before cutting wire rope, place
or tying off wire rope before cutting it is called seizing.
seizing on each side of the point where it is to be cut (fig 2.19).
A rule of thumb for
determining the seizing width, nun:6er of seizings, and the distance between seizings is as
follows: One times the diameter for the seizing width, two times the diameter for the
distance between seizings, and three times the diameter for the number of seizings. Using
this rule of thumb for one-inch diameter wire rope, you would need three seizings, each one
inch wide and two inches apart. For permanent seizings, you shoulfinsert the seizing wire
through the wire rope by using a tool to form an opening. Then lay the seizing wire along the
valley between the strands for the width of the seizing and wrap the seizing wire back toward
the end of the wire rope. To make a temporary seizing, wrap the seizing wire around the wire
rope, taking the required number of turns as shown in step one in figure 2-20. Then twist the
ends of the wire counterclockwise by hand so that the twisted portion is near the middle of
Grasp the ends of the wire with end cutting nippers and
the seizing as shown in step two.
twist up the slack as shown in step three. Draw up the seizing. as shown in step four. Twist
Repeat steps four and five if
up the slack again by using the nippers as shown in step five.
necessary to tighten seizing. Do not try to tighten seizing by twisting. When the seizing is
tight, cut the ends of the Seizing wire and pound them dOwn on the wire rope as shown in step
six.
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Fig 2-19.

Sample seizing before and after cutting.

Fig 2-20.

Temporary seizing of wire rope.
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SALttew

Wire rope can be cut successfully by a number of devices. The two prescribed
ft-IR:Ware the hammer -type or the hydraulic-type wire rope cutter and the oxyacetylene
torch. For best results using the hammer-type wire rope cutter, place the rope in the bottom
of the cutter as illustrated In figure 2-21 so that the blade comes down against the wire rope
bitumen the two central seizing'. When the blade is in the correct position, strike the top
of the cutter sharply several times with a sledge hammer. When using the hydraulic-type wire
rope cotter, follow the same procedure as the hammer-type except that instead of a sledge
hammer, a hydraulic jack system is used. As you pump the handle, the cutter blade severs the
wire rope.
Mote:

Remember that ail wire rope must be seized before it is cut.

Fig 2-21.

EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
What is the procedure to follow when cutting wire rope?
a.

b.
c.
d.
2.

a.

d.

The
The
The
The

process
process
process
process

of
of
of
of

securing or tying off wire rope before cutting
cutting wire rope before tying
fitting it around the right sheave
melting two ends together

What device is used to cut wire rope?
a.

b.
c.

d.

Work Unit

Secure the ends and cut them with a hammer type or rope cutter.
Cut the rope and then secure the ends.
Send and then cut the rope.
None of the above

What is the definiticn of seizing? w

b.
c.

3.

Hammer -type wire rope cutter.

2-9.

Wire
Wire
Wire
Wire

rope
rope
rope
rope

eller cutter
knife
hammer -type cutter
C4 type cutter

WIRE ROPE MAINTENANCE

IDENTIFY PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE MEASURES FOR WIRE ROPE.

Wire rope bending around winch drums and sheaves will wear like any other metal
material. For this reason lubrication is just as important to wire rope as it is to any other
piece of working machinery. The proper functioning of wire rope depends upon freedom of
movement with a minimum of friction between individual wires and strands in relation to each
other. Fritticm caused by lack of lubrication or corrosion or both will seriously shorten the
service life of wire rope.
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Causes of deterioration.
Deterioration of wire rope is normally caused by corrosion or wear.
causerti corrosion is more dangerous than that gulled by wear because it is
more difficult to detect by inspection since corrosion normally affects the inside wires.
Deterioration caused by wear can be detected by examining the outside wires of the wire rope.
these wires will become flat, and their diameter will decrease as the wire rope wears. Any
wire rope in which the outside wires are worn to less than 75% of their original diameter
should be replaced.

Wire rope must be inspected by the operator at the time of installation
when in use. It must be removed from hoisting service when found
to be kinked (fig 2-22), birdcaged (fig 2-23), crossed over (fig 2-24), or when a certain
number of wires are broken. The number of broken wires which would require the wire rope to
be replaced depends on the wire rope size and how close the broker wires are to each other.
You should closely inspect .sch area of suspected wear. Count the number of broken wires over
the distance which is required for one strand to make a complete turn around the rope. If the
number of broken wires is equal to or greater than the number shown below, the wire rope
should not be used for twisting.
Inspectile wire rope.

Iironce a week

Wire rope size

Broken wires_Por strand

6
6
6
8

3
6
9

Note:

x
x
x
x

7
19
37
19

Once wire rope has been removed from service because of defects, it must be
plainly marked or identified as being unfit for further use on cranes or for
other load-carrying service.
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Fig 2-22.

Fig 2-23.

Wire rope kinked.
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Wire rope birdcaging.

Fig 2.24.

Wire rope cross-over.

Preventive maintenance
a. Reversing wire rope on sheaves.
Wire rope is like a machine in that each time it
bends over a sheave or straightens from a slack position, any strands move and slide against
each other. The life of the wire rope can be increased by changing the wear patterns.
The
operator can accomplish this by periodically reversing the wire rope on the crane. This is
done by simply removing the wire rope and replacing it end for end.
b.
Lubrication. Proper lubrication is necessary to prevent wear as a result of
movement7-15-1181Tly important reason for correct and timely lubrication is to prevent
corrosion of wires and deterioration of the fiber core. Correct methods should always be used
when applying lubricant to wire rope. Wire rope that has been in service should always be
cleaned theroughty (fig 2-25) before it is lubricated.
Use wire brushed, scrapers or
compressed air to clean the wire rope. All possible foreign material and old lubricant should
be removed from the valleys between the strands and the spaces between the outer wires.
Three
methods for applying lubricant to wire rope are pour on, split box, end bath. In the pour-on
mthods the oil should be hot yet adhesive, and the lubrication should be applied as shown in
limre 2-26. Notice that excess oil isremoved from the wire rope with a rag. In the second
mthod, you use a split (funnel-shaped) box fitted with burlap at the small end to lubricate
and Wipe off excess oil in one step (fig 2.21). The bath method shown in figure 2-28 is
normalty used to .pply heavy (thick) lubricants at a high temperature. The heavy lubricant is
heated by gas burners or steam to keep it fluid so that it soaks into the wire rope being
slowly run through the bath. Each lubrication method has its advantages and disadvantages
therefore, the method that is most appropriate should be used.
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III

Fig 246.

Fig 2-25. Cleaning wire rope.

Pour -on method.

a

...

Fli, 2-27. Split box method.

Fig 2411.

5'/
2-26

..

,......

Bath method.

Wire Rope Attachments,
a. lied e sockets. There are many different types of attachments which can be fitted to
the end o a w re rope to provide a means for connecting the end to a pad eye. The one most
frequently used to deed-end wire rope on eerthmoving equipment is the wedge socket (fig 2-29).
To install a wedge socket, remove the pin and knock out the wedge. Pass the rope up through
the socket and lead enough of it back through the socket to allow two inches of the dead end
to extend below the socket. Next, replace the wedge and pull the live end of the rope to
force the wedge into the sockets Take a strain on the live end to securely seat the wedge.
Make sure that the socket is installed on the equipment so that the line end of the wire rope
will form a nearly direct line to the clevis pin (fig 2.30). To remove the rope, simply drive
the wedge from the socket.

Fig 2-29.

Fig 2-30.

Wedge cable socket.

Wedge socket and fitting.

b. Wire-rope clips. A common method of making up tow cables, slings, or eyes in the ends
of wire rope is by the use of wire-rope clips. Figure 2-31 illustrates the correct method of
installing the clips. The number of clips to be installed is equal to 3 times the diameter of
1).
When the calculations result in a fraction, round off
the rope, plus 1 (No. clips = 3d
to the next largest whole number. The clips should be spaced about six rope diameters apart
for best service. After all clips are initially placed on the wire, tighten the clip farthest
from the thimble with a wrench.
Place the rope under tension and tighten the remaining clips
in order, working towards the thimble.

Fig 2-31.

Wire-rope clips.
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EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
What two basic steps of preventive maintenance are necessary to care for wire rope?
a.
b.

c.
d.

2.

What specific measurement would you use to determine the width, distance, and
number of seizings?
a.
b.

c.
d.

3.

The
The
The
The

number of strands in a wire rope
number of wires in a wire rope
length of the wire rope
diameter of the wire rope

After operating your crane for a long period of time, you notice that the outer
edge of the sheave flanges are wearing excessively. What is the cause of this
excessive wear?
a.
b.

c.
d.

4.

Lubrication and reverse wire rope on sheave
Brush it and let dry
Paint it and put back on equipment
Cut bent wire and put back on equipment

The
The
The
The

wire rope is too long
wire rope is too short
diameter of the wire rope is too small
diameter of the wire rope is too large

There are two devices most commonly used for cutting wire rope:
hydraulic-type wire rope cutter and a(n)
16
b.

c.
d.

the hammer or

axe
pair of pliers
oxyacetylene torch
pair of tin snips

SUMMARY REVIEW

In this study unit, you learned the uses of the engineer equipment attachments as well
as their purpose. You also learned to identify which attachment to use at a Job site. You
learned the operation of that particular type of attachment as well as the piece of engineer
equipment to which it is attached. You learned to identify the characteristics of wire rope,
their seizing and cutting, and the care of wire rope.
Answers to Study Unit 02 Exercises.
Work Unit 2-1.
1.

2.
3.

c
d
c

Work Unit 2-2.
1.

2.
3.

b
a
b

Work Unit 2-3.
1.

2.
3.

d
a
d

Work Unit 2-4.
1.

b

2.

c
c

3.
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Work Volt 2$.
1.
2.

b
a

3. ,c
Work Unit 2-6,
1.
2.

d
d

Work Volt 2.7.
1.

c

Work Volt 25.
1.

2.
3.

a
a

c

Work Volt 2-9.
1.
2.
3.

4.

a

d
d
c
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STUDY UNIT 3
SAFETY
STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF TNIS STUDY UNIT, YOU MILL
IDENTIFY THE SAFETY FACTORS IN LIFTING LOADS AND IN WORKING AREAS USING CRANES AND
THE EXCAVATOR. INANITION, YOU WILL ALSO IDENTIFY NAND SIGNALS USED IN CRANE AND
EXCAVATOR OPERATION.

Always ploy it safe Statistics on accidents show that the fully - hydraulic crane and
excavator are among the most dangerous pieces of equipment used in the Narita Corps as well as
in privet* industry. Over one-third of all crane and excavator accidents result in fractured
or amputated limbs. Also, over one-third of those Injured are crane and excavator operators
while only one-quarter are hookup men or signalmen. This moons that the people who sustain
the majority of the injuries inflicted by crams and excavators are the very ones who can do
the most to prevent them6 Crane and excavator accidents are preventable simply because they
are caused by situations, conditions, or actions which are under the control of the operator.
Crane work is performed by Women; the operator and a signalman. The excavator work
is conducted by lineman, but can use two men depending upon the job. The operator and
signalman assume and transfer back and forth to each other the control of lifts, movements,
and other activities. It is therefore virtually important that these control responsibilities
be clearly defined. The procedures for amaing and transferring them should be laid out in
advance and should be thoroughly understood. Under normal working conditions, the
responsibility for giving signals should be assigned to only one person. Pager, the
responsibility for giving an emergency signal lies with impose in the vicinity who believes
such a signal is necessary.
Included In your course wrap is a User's Wet,/ Manual. This booklet is part of your
reeding assignment and both lesson and exam questions V111 be asked concerning the material
covered IS'it. These safety points are applicable to all hydraulic cranes and excavators used
in the Marine Corps. Familiarize yourself with these safety points and practice them, and you
will become a much safer and more efficient crane and excavator, operator.
Note:

Disregard the had signals on pages 14 and IS of User's Safety HOWL

Work Unit 3-1.

SAFETY FACTORS AND WORKING AREAS

IDENTIFY MEN A CRANE MUST BE LOAD TESTED.
IDENTIFY TWO PRECAUTIONS TAKEN MEN A CRANE IS WORKING NEAR A POKER LINE.
IDENTIFY THREE SAFETY FACTORS TO CONSIDER AS TEN; CRANE OR EXCAVATOR ARRIVES AT THE
JON SITE.

Every crane and excavator must be Inspected and load-tested annually for safe load
capacity in accordance with Marine Corps Order 11262.2. The safe load chart should be posted
in a conspicuous place in the cab near the operator. The operator must familiarise himself
with the safe working load and tipping point of that particular piece of equipment.
The excavator and all cranes regardless of size, are rated by their safe lifting
capacity based on the following: boom length, operating radius, type of footing, stability,
size of attachment, position of lift, and the overall maintenance conditions of the crane and
excavator.
Doom len th. The standard length of the boom can be increased by tiro methods,
vated in which the crane extends its boom three sections long (fig 3-1).
The second method is to add a boom tip or exteosion called a jib (fig 3-2).

hydraulics y ac
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fig 3-2.

Boom Jib.

The excavator has a Y.type boom which hydraulic cylinders maneuver up and down.
cylinders are also called tool cylinder and boo crowd cylinder (fig 3-3).

6,1
3-2

These

Fig 3-3.

loom cylinders.

The jib may be used as a straight continuation of the boom or may be offset from the
boom center line to provide greater horizontal reach. Crane lifting capacities are reduced
when boom lengths exceed the normal standard boom length. They are further reduced when the
boom jib attachment is used. This Is due to the increased movement arm or operating radius.
Operatinj radius. Redius is defined as the horizontal distance measured from the axis
of Matta: or the eat to the vertical line extending down from the outside edge of the crane
and excavator boom head. A crane and excavator are rated according to lifting capacities at
various radii. A crane and excavator are rated on the maximum load it is capable of lifting.
See load chart in each crane and excavator for safe lifting located in the cab.
Type of footing. It is extremely important that the crane and excavator be positioned
on firm and level material to prevent it from being accidentally tipped over.
The footing
must be kept firm and level not only to prevent tipping but also to reduce excessive stresses
on the machine.
If necessary, the site where the crane and excavator are to be positior 4
should be prepared in advanceStabllit . Cranes and the excavator can be made stable by one of two methods:
proper use o
outriggers, and working on, and/or traveling on stable ground.

the

Attachments. The attachment used on a crane or excavator should be the size
prescribilmiral-fechnIcal manual for that particular crane or excavator. Although other
sizes of attachments can be used, the hook block and sheave on a crane may IN damaged through
lack of proper rigging and hook capacity. Tables of liftiht, :' ;acities usually do net include
allowances for the weight of the attachment being used; therefore, the attachment weight must
be added to the overall weight being lifted.

Position of lift. A crane or excavator can lift its heaviest load when the load is at
the speciraWeraTfirgradius and when the boom and the load are directly behind the crane or
excavator. A crane cannot lift as heavy a load from either side even if that load is at the
specified operating radius. If an attempt is made to pick up the maximum load from the side
of the crane, tipping may occur: however, as for the excavator it is better equipped for
lifting from the side. Tipping occurs on wheel mounted cranes and the excavator when one or
more wheels leave the supporting surface.

Condition of the crane and excavator. The maximum safe lifting capacity for cranes
As a crane or
and excavator usuaily applies to the equipment that is relatively now.
excavator Is used or becomes older, its condition can deteriorate so that It can no longer
perform certain jobs safely. Each of the following items should have adequate checks to
ensure that its conditiot will not limit lifting capacities: the type, size, and condition of
the wire rope; the type, size and, condition of the attachment; a visual inspection of the
boom and 00 morhanical condition of the engine.
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Note:

Here are some safety procedures to follow:

*AMY PROGAUTIONS
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EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those at the and
of this study unit.
Now often should the crane and excavator be load tested?
a.

b.
c.
0.

'2.

What two safety precautions should be taken when a crane is working near power
lines?
a.
b.

c.
d.
3.

Semi-annually
Quarterly
Annually
Weekly

Use a signal man and disconnect the power.
Ground the crane and issue the operator protective clothing.
Ground the crane and ground the load.
Insulate the equipment and have a corpsmen nearby.

The Job site for a crane or excavator should be graded provide there is enough
room in which to manuever the end item and provided there
a.
b.
c.
O.

is adequate boom clearance.
is security.
are no electric power lines.
are no underground utilities.

Work Unit 3.2.

HAND SIGNALS

FROM ILLUSTRATIONS AND CHARTS PROVIDED, MATCH THE HAND SIGNALS WITH THE
APPROPRIATE WORDS.
It is necessary for the operator and signalman to have a uniform set which must be
used on all operations of similar nature.
The signals in use should be posted in the
operator's position, at signal control points, and at such other points as necessary to intone
those concerned. Where manual signals are used, only one person shall be designated to give
signals to the operator. MN signalman must be located so as to be clearly visible to the
operator et all times. Only persons who are dependable and fully qualified by experience with
the operation being directed, shall be used as signalmen. A signalman should always be used
when the crane and excavator are in operation.
Signals (fig 3-4). The 21 hand signals shown in figure 3-4 are those used by the
Marine Corps crane and excavator operators. A good signalman is capable of using ey
combination of these in order to transfer his message to the operator. The signalman and the
operator should drill themselves so that there will be no mistakes in understanding the
signals.

LOWER NE NM

RAISE THE NON
MW tan TIE LAO

MD RAISE THE LOAD

LOWER SLOWLY

RAISE OR WM MY

RAISE THE LOU

LAMER NE LOU

Fig 3-4.

Hand signals.
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Nand signals (continued).

MISE INC BOON SLOWLY

LOWER TIN SOON SLIMLY

MIX A LITTLE

LONER A LITTLE

MISE THE BOON AND

LCANR THE SOON

HOLD THE LOAD

MID HOLD THE LOAD

Fig 3-4.

Hand signals (continued).
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MU PAC

CLOSE

004 EVIRYINNA

Fig 3.4.

Hand signals (continued).
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EXERCISE:

Answer the folic** questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
1
Match each of the four band signals listed in questions 1 through 4
eir appropriate illustration (a through d).
Place your answers in the
space provided.

Matchi

w

1.
2.

3.
4.

Stop
Open budket
Raise the load
Swing in direction finger points

a.

b.

c.

d.

SUMMARY REVIEW

In this study unit, you have learned the procedures for safety factors in lifting
loads and in working areas using the crane and excavator.
In addition, you also learned to
illustrate the band signals for crane and excavator operation.

Answers to Study Unit #3 Exercises
Work Units 3-1.
1.

2.
3.

c
a
a

Work Unit 3-2.
1.

2.
3.

4.

b
c
d
a
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STUDY UNIT 4

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE

ROLL OUT THE RED CARPET
FOR THE

UPI)

ql114.

STUDY UNIT OBJECTIVE: UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS STUDY UNIT YOU WILL
IDENTIFY BEFORE-OPERATION. DURING-OPERATION, AND AFTER-OPERATION CHECKS. IN
ADDITION. YOU WILL IDENTIFY TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES, LUBRICATION INSTRUCTION.
AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS TO BE USED WITH THE EXCAVATOR AND CRANES.

Equipment breakdowns cause construction delays, waste man-hours, and cost considerable
amounts of money in both parts and labor. You can minimize equipment breakdowns by operation
your equipment with good judgment. This includes keeping the engine and the gear cases filled
with the right oil, keeping the engine cooling system filled with coolant, keeping the grease
points properly lubricated, making minor repairs as they are needed. and keeping your
equipment clean. This sounds like a lot of trouble to go to, but it is really not hard to do
if.you apply yourself. Your knowledge and respect for cranes and the **coveter should make it
irritating to you to see someone abuse the equipment (fig 4-1).

Fig 4.1.

Never abuse your equipment.

4.1
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As an operator, you should ensure that your crane and excavator are ready for operation at all
times. You should inspect it befor
atfon, durfneoperatfon, and after-operation, so that
any defects sobs discovered a
ore-tnnt result fn serious damage or equipment
failure. The necessary preventive maintenance services should be performed beforevooration.
Minor defects discovered during operation of the unit should be corrected u soon u operation
has stopped. If a major problem is noticed during operation, the equipment Nomad be stopped
immediately to prevent any damage which might occur to tite equipment.
After-operation
services should be performed by the operator at intervals based on the normal operation of the
ennead excavator. Remember that if you, as an operator, find defects or unsatisfactory
characteristics beyond your maintenance level, you most report them at the earliest
opportunity to your NCOIC.

Work Haft 4-1.

BEFORE-OPERATION CHECKS

IDENTIFY THE BEFOREOPERATION CHECK Of CRANES AND THE EXCAVATOR.
IDENTIFY THE PERSON RESPONSIOLE FOR IIEFOREOPERATION CHECKS.
Defers operating the crane and excavator, the operator should perform the following
to determine if the condition of the *Wpm* has changed since it was last used,
lets 3600 visual
and to mike sure that it is ready for operation. First mike a
inspection of the entire crane or excavator; checking for cracks, breaks, broken electricil
wires, leaks, and loose or Nisei," bolts and nuts (fig 4-2). Next check the fuel supply to
make sure the tank is full and refill if necessam Then check the engine ofl, hydraulic ofl,
coolant level, and add oil or coolant flee:user,. Then. check all instruments for correct
gauge readings
g 4-3). Immediately after starting a cold engine, the air pressure gauge
will indicate the amount of pressure in the air system. Pressure should remain between 70-100
PSI. Emergency breaks will apply automatically if pressure drops below 60 PSI on the Drott
crane and excavator only. The oil pressure will be above morsel; when the engine is warmed to
operating temperature, the ell pressure may drop below normal at idling speed. these
conditions are typical. If the oil pressure indicator shows no pressure stop the engine at
once and report this condition toper NCOIC. Next check for leaks, paying particular
attention to the cooling system, hydraulic oil lines and fuel lines.
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EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
What should be done first, before starting the engine?
a.
b.

c.

d.
2.

Check the fuel
Check the gauges
3600 visual inspection
Check the tires

Who is responsible for the before.operation check?
a.
b.
c.

d.

Work Unit 4-2.

NCOIC
Operator
Squad leader
Mechanic

DURING-OPERATION CHECKS

IDENTIFY THE DURING-OPERATION CHECKS.
As the operator you are responsible for correcting and reporting any unusual sounds or
oders, deficiencies in performance, or other signs of abnormal operation. bring operation
you should check all instruments and gauge readings frequently, Stop operation if the engine
oil pressure indicator shows a drop in pressure or no pressure, or if the uN
atoning,
shows engine overheating. Next check the air system; pressure should remain
70-100
PSI.
Emergency brakes will apply automatically if pressure drops below GO PSI on the Orett
crane and excavator. Also check the cables on the cranes frequently for proper alignment on
the drums. If cables cross -wind, stop operation and correct the alignment immediately.
Remember:
do not operate until the failure is corrected and reported.
EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following question and check your response agsinst these listed at the
end of this study unit.
What are the during-operation checks?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Work Unit 4-3.

Check all instruments and gauge readings.
Check cables and drums that the cables are on.
Check oil and air pressure.
All of the above.

AFTER-OPERATION CHECKS

LIST THE FOUR AFTER-OPERATION CHECKS.
The operator must perform the following services: After any operating period and
after each 8-hour interval of continuous operation, all deficiencies most be corrected before
resuming operation. Move the machine to a safe area and park it on firm level footing. Avoid
banks that could possibly cave in or low spots whore heavy rain mynah out the footing.
If
the machine is to be left outside in freezing temperatures, plate it on planking or concrete.
Fill the fuel tank with clean fuel and check the coolant in the radiator to be sure it is at
or near the overflow when the engine is at operating temperature. Add coolant if necessary.
Change coolant if it is contaminated loth rust or dirt.
if antifreeze is used, Cheek the
freezing point of the cooling system. When adding antifreeze, be sure to mix the solution
thoroughly by running the engine. Remove all dirt and grease from the upper modbinery and cab
deck, also clean all windows. If freezing temperatures are expected, remove all mud and dirt
from places where frozen material would interfere, such as under the lower superstructure.
Nud and dirt in or on the outriggers, can interfere with the operation of the crane and
excavator. Be sure that all tools and accessories assigned to the SL-3 are clean,
serviceable, properly mounted, and stored. Check the mounting condition, the cleanliness, and
the operation of all lights. Make a visual inspection of the entire crane and exacavator,
checking for oil, fuel, and water leaks, loose or missing bolts, nuts, and pins, or broken
Inspect all cables for broken frayed strands. Check the batteries to ensure that thpy
parts.
are securely mounted and that connections and filler caps are clean and tight. Wore leaving
the equipment, close all windows, remove the ignition keys, and close or loCk the cab
compartment doors bleed the air tank on the excavator.

44

EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
What are the four after operation checks?
a.
b.

C.
d.
2.

When work has been completed, what action must the operator take BEFORE parking
his crane or excavator?
a.
b.

c.
d.
3.

Let the air out of the tires
Pull the emergency shut off lever
Fill the equipment up with fuel
Raise the boom to maximum height

If after operation the equipment is to be left outside in freezing temperatures,
where should you park?
a.
b.

On planking or concrete
In dirt or sand

c.
d.

On grass or weeds

Work Unit 4-4.

In mild or gravel

TROUBLE-SHOOTING PROCEDURES

IDENTIFY THE THREE PROCEDURES THAT THE OPERATOR MUST KNOW BEFORE TROUBLESHOOTING.
The most important link between the operator and the mechanic is the operator's
ability to trouble-shoot or diagnose problems which may cause unsatisfactory operation or
failure of various parts of the crane and excavator. The operator must be able to recognize
the symptom, determine the cause, and apply the remedy. Table 4-1 provides troubleshooting
information useful in diagnosing and correcting unsatisfactory operation or failure of the
crane. excavator, and its components. Each symptom is followed by a list of probable causes
and their possible remedies. Any problem that is beyond the scope of operator maintenance is
indicated in the table by an asterisk. Corrective action beyond the operator's capability is
to be accomplished only by personnel thoroughly trained in the proper level of maintenance.
Troubleshooting and repair procedures for the equipment's engine are similar to those of other
type engines.

Table 4.1,

Trouble shooting Chart

r
Malfunction
Outriggers will
not operate

Probable Cause

a. Poe blown.
b Defective ignition
c. Open or shorted circuit
between Ignition switch
and outriggers lever
nioroseitch.
d. Control spools in three

e.
Clarisg a.

a.

cylinders will

not IOW
hcrinontally
Individual out.
rigger cylindews will not
save horizontally

a.
b.
a.

d.

Cerreptive Action
a. Replace blown Ame.
b. Check for presence of
maltase at ignition
nitwit. Replace snitch

if defective.
a. Cheek wiring for continuity.
and Sour spool maven
d. Check linkers to valve
not claming.
bake and spool travel.
Relief valves stack opmk e. Refer to proper
authority.
Cbntaote serves cuta. Place switch to BEM*
rigger toggle switch
position and cheek for
shorted.
continuity-if continual
_
%Liedtke replace switch.
on switch
Relay contacts detective a. Ilth igniticontinuity
cheek for
Defective REAM exaemoid.
acmes relay tenalindUil
Defective or dirty
and 2-if no continuity,
collector ring
replace relay.
Push button switch
b. Check as outlined for
detective.
JACK solenoid.

art

a. Inspect, clean ar Mail
defective collector ring
brushes.
d. Check for continuity
across switch teeminaleif no continuity with
bitten depressed,
replace switoh.

(*trigger
cylinder will
not move otr'

Wally

a. Cpen ar shorted lead to
outrigger toggle switch.

bo Gartner toggle witch
defective.
a. Open or shafted string
between toggle switch
and collector ring.
d. Defective ar dirty

collector dance
brushes.
e. CP00 ar MollmOilirlag
between collector ring
and outrigger relays

'
Outriggers
retract, but dc
not extend

a. Out/downiacromitch
defective or carton

holm.
b. Linkage to control valve
disconnected or out of
adjustment.
a. Relief valve is control

valve stuck men.

4-6

a. Check lead for continuity.
b. Check for continuity
across switch, with
witch in FLOAT position
- it no continuity,
replace switoh.

a. Quick wire far =tinuity to velvet ring
lb. 7.

d. Clean dirty ringer

*mdse. Check for =tinuity across collec
ring and bruehes.witol
a. Check wiring for continuity.

a. mearcuit. Replace
defective edoroevitch.
b. Check and repair
lisluoge.

a. Refer to proper
authority.
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EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses
the end of this study unit.

those listed

it

What are the three procedures that the operator must know before trouble- shooting!
a.
b.

g.
d.

2.

against

Apply the remedy, treat ?or shock, and recognise the ilmtem.
Recognise the *lepton, determine the cause, and apply the ready.
Detersine the weather, apply the remedy, and determine the cause.
All of the above

Referring back to the trooble shooting mbert (Table 4.1), select the probable
cause showing excessively worn gables.
a.

b.

c.
d.

Cable too long
Slack in wire rope
Cable not reeved correctly
Cables lack lubrication

Work Unit 44. LUORICATION INSTRUCTIONS

IDENTIFY THE FIVE LUBRICANT MOM
IDENTIFY THE PURPOSE OF THE WORICATION INSTRUCTIONS.
Some models of cranes and excavator ley require are frequent lubrication than other
Therefore, a lubrication instruction (LI) is published fir oath model of equtposet.
Figures 4-4 and I-1 show the LI for a Crane NbeelAsumted Neal 1511W (Pettibone). lbeLI
also show the name and location of each lubrication point. the 4Yekol for the tie of
lubricant to be used, and the hourly interval Wien lubrication is to be used for each
lubricant point. Figure 4-4 shows the key to the lubricant *libels, the hourly intervals, and
the oil capacities.
models.
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EXERCISE:

1.

Answer toe following questions and check your respon'es against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
What are the five symbols used for lubricant and application?
a.

b.
c.
d.
2.

GAA, TI, SL,
TI, LI, GAA,
GAA, GO, SD,
GAA, GO, SO,

GO
GO
HB
LI

What is the publication that gives specific instructions for the lubrication of
each model crane and excavator?
4.
b.
c.
d.

3.

OE,
OE,
PF,
OE,

T1

TE
LI

SL

What do the lubrication instructions show?
a.

b.
c.

d.

Work Unit 4-6.

Lifting capacity
Rated horsepower
Boom angles
Each lubrication point

LUBRICATION PRECAUTIONS

STATE THE SIX LUBRICATION PRECAUTIONS.

WHEN OPERATING A CRANE OR EXCAVATOR IN EXTREMELY DIRTY AREAS, SUCH AS SANDY OR
DUSTY ENVIRONMENTS, IDENTIFY WHEN MAINTENANCE IS DUE ON THE CRANE.
Don't guess! Always use the lubrication instructions. Remember, however, that the
lubrication instructions are based on average operating conditions.
In some cases it may be
necessary to change oil or lubricate your crane and excavator after shorter operating periods
than those given in the lubrication instructions. Some instances are operating in extremely
dusty areas, and continually lifting near-maximum-capacity loads.
In addition to using the
lubrication instructions as a guide when lubricating your crane and excavator, you should also
Observe the following precautions:

Keep all lubricants in clean, airtight containcrs
Use the right g-ease stated in the LI
Make sure that all tube fittings are open and clear of Obstructions.
clogged, remove and clean, or replace it.

If a fitting is

Be careful not to over lubricate when using an air pressure type grease gun.
low pressure, hand operated gun for lubricating low pressur' fittings.

Always use a

Wipe fitting clean before and after lubrication
Always stop the engine before lubricating your crane and excavator
If you eemember these important points, follow the lubrication instructions, and use good
judgment when lubricating your crane and excavator, you should have little trouble keeping it
well lubricated and ready for use.
fou should find the lubrication instructions for a particular crane and excavator reproduced
In addition, a copy of the Li, sealed in plastic, should
in the equipment's technical manual.
he carried voard the equipment at all times. If you do not have the correct LI on hand for
your equipment, you should order it immediately through the supply system.

4-11

EXERCISE:

1.

Answer the following questions and check your responses against those listed at
the end of this study unit.
What are the six lubrication precautions?
a.
b.
c.

d.

C.
f.

2.

What should you check for before lubricating the equipment?
a.
b.
c.

d.

3.

LI sealed in plastic
Tire pressure
headlights working
Fuel in the tank

When operating in extremely dusty areas, when should you change the oil and
lubricate your crane and excavator?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Less frequently than recommended in the LI
hoe frequently than recommended in the LI
!only after the job is completed
In strict accordance with the LI

SUMMARY REVIEW

In this lesson, you learned to identify before-operation, during-operation, and
after-operation checks. In addition, you learned to identify troubleshooting procedures,
lubrication instruction, and safety precautions.
Answers to Study Unit fl Exercises
Work Unit 4-1.
1.

2.

c
b

Work Unit 4-2.
1.

d

Work Unit 4-3.
1.

a,

b.
c.

d.
2.

c

3.

a

Check
Check
Check
Check

the
the
for
the

of lights.
fuel, oil and water levels.
broken or frayed cables.
batteries.

Work Unit 4-4.
1.

2.

b
d

Work Unit 4-5.
1.

2.
Z.

c
c
d

4-12

8'k)

kirk Volt 44.
1.

a. %Hp all lebrlanto oleo.
b. Use the rlobt peon an ell dotal le the LI.

C. Malmo ewe all pie finless err oleos.
4. Is earefel sot to over lubricate.

I.

1.

Wipe flttlep oleo before an aft,- lubrication.
1. AMA stop the nen before lubricatlei the ',planet.

3. b
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CRANE AND EXCAVATOR OPERATOR
Review Lesson
INSTRUCTIONS: This review lesson is designed to aid you in Ireparing for your final
exam.
You should try to complete this lesson without the aid of reference materials, but
if you do not know an answer look it up and remember what it is. The enclosed answer

sheet must be filled out according to
MCI using the envelope provided. The
a feedback sheet (MCI -R69) which will
exam. You should study the reference
the final exam.
A.

the instructions on its reverse side and mailed to
questions you miss will be listed with references on
be mailed to your coimeanding officer with your final
material for the questions you missed before taking

0101.1ple Choice:

Select the ONE answer that BEST completes the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the
appropriate circle.
Value:
1.

What is the primary purpose of a crane?
a.
b.

c.
d.

2.

1 point each

To
To
To
To

build bridges
lift loads and place them in new locations
carry loads over long distances
dig ditches

What are the two basic components of a Crane and excavator?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Mounting carrier and upper superstructure
Wheel-mount and winch
Truck-mount and boom
Air-mount and tires

R-1

87
r . 404 .. lia

0.

Matching: Match each illustration in column 1 (items 3-6) with its appropriate
nomenclature in column 2. Select the one letter (a, b, c, d, or e) indicating your
choice. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate
circle.
Value:

1 point each

Column 1

Column 2

Illustration

Nomenclature

3.

a.
b.

M-15BIWF 7 1/2-ton (Pettibone)

c.

MC2500 30-ton (Drott)

d.

N-RT48MC 7 1/2-ton (Grove)

e.

MC40 Crux (Drott)

M-31ST (Pill)

4.

s.

6.

C.

Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the
appropriate circle.
Value:
7.

of the crane's turntable to the
What is the horizontal distance from the cent
center of the hook block suspended over the load called?
a.
b.

c.
d.

8.

1 point each

Operating radius
Boom angle
Boom length
Operating length

The lifting capacity of a crane is rated by
a.
b.

c.

boom length and boom mile.
operating radius, boom angle, and boom length.
boom length, boom angle, and tipping.
R-2

9.

Now is boom angle determined?
a.

b.
c.

O.
10.

the
the
the
the

boom
boom
boom
bore

Is
is
is
is

raised from vertical position
raised from horizontal position
lowered to the ground
raised 750

What is meant by operating radius?
a.
b.
c.
O.

0.

When
When
When
When

Horizontal distance from the center of the crane's turntable to the center of
the hook block
Vertical distance from the center of the crane's turntabll to the center of
the hook block
The load to the crane
The boom to the load

Questions 11-16 require you to select the answers from the Safe Load Data Chart below.
Velvet

1 point each

Working radius
in feet

Boom length
in feet

(1)

(2)

20
30
40
20
30
40

10
10
10
15
15
15

20
20

30
40
30
40
40
40

2S
25

30
36

loom elevation
in degrees to
obtain working
radius

Safe lifting
capacity in
pounds with
outrigger

Safe lifting
capacity in
pounds with.
out outrigger

(3)

(4)

10)00

15,000
15.000
15,000
11,500
11,500
11,500
6,750
6,750
4,500
4,500
3,775
2,300

51

64
71
28
52
63
39
54
17

45

33
0

M

.300
.000
.,000

5.000
5,000
3,250
3.250
2.120
2.120
1,200
650

Safe Load Data Chait.

11.

What is the safe lifting capacity with outriggers when the working radius is 10
ft, boom length is 40 ft, and boom elevation is 310?
a.
b.
c.
d.

12.

What is the safe lifting capacity with outriggers when the working radius is 15
ft, boom length is 20 ft, and boom elevation is 280?
a.
b.
c.

d,
13.

11,500
12,000
13,500
15,000

15.000
6,750
11,500
4,500

What is the safe lifting capacity with outriggers when the working radius is 30
ft, boom length is 40 ft, and boom elevation is 330?
a.
b.
c.

d.

3.715
4,500
6.150
11,500

R3
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17.

On rated loads of 3600, what is the maximum rated load for a boom length of 68
ft with a boom angle of 630 and operating radius of 30 ft, outriggers down?
a.
b.

c.
d.
18.

On rated loads of 3600, what is the maximum rated load for a boom length of 44
ft, a boom angle of 546, and operating radius of 25 ft, outriggers down?
a.
b.

c.

d.
19.

b.

c.

d.

c.
d.

13,000
21,000
22,500
50,000

On rated loads over front of tilt crane, what is the maximum rated load for a boom
length of 62 ft, a boom angle of 490, and an operating radius of 40 ft?
a.

b.

c.

d.
F.

7,500
10,000
13,000
15,000

On rated loads over front of the crane, the maximum rated load for a boom length
of 44 ft, a boom angle of 450, and operating radius of 30 ft is
a.
b.

21.

28,500
28,750
28,000
25,000

On rated loads of 3600, what is the maximum rated load for a boom length of 74
ft, a boom angle of 410, and operating radius of 55 ft, outriggers down?
a.

20.

20,000
30,000
30,500
40,000

10,000
10,500
13,000
15,000

Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
Multiple Choice:
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet blacken in the
appropriate circle.
point each

Value:

22.

Refere attempting to ford a stream with the 1C2500 crane, you should always insure
that the water is no deeper than the
a.

b.
c.
d.

23.

the counterweight
the tires
of the superstructure
of the operator's seat

The M-1581WF crare can ford a depth of how many inches?
a.
b.

c.
d.
24.

top of
top of
bottom
bottom

80
70
48
50

What is tht fording capability of the Orott Excavator?

c.

60
SO
40

d.

30

a.
b.

R-S

25.

What is a carrier mobility trait of the Drott Excavator?
a.

b.
c.
d.

26.

What is a carrier mcbility trait of all three cranes?
a.
b.

c.
d.

27.

b.

c.
d.

b.

c.
d.

b.

c.
d.

b.

c.
d.

b.
c.

d.

as a bulldozer
as a scraper A clamshell
as a front-end loader
above

Pile driver
forks
Hook block
Dragline

The advantage of the ditch cleanout bucket w wrist-o-twist is that it
a.
b.
c.
d.

33.

To be used
To be used
To be used
All of the

Select the attachment that fits this crane.
a.

32.

4-in-1 Drott
Hook block
Dragline
Pile driver

What is the purpose of the multipurpose bucket?
a.

31.

lift anything weighing up to the capacity rating of the crane.
knock piles into the ground.
drag.
dig ditches.

What attachment can fit the excavator in this illustration?
a.

30.

Hook Block
Dragline
4-in-1 Drott
forks

The purpose of the hook block attachment is to
a.

29.

Wheel-mounted
Ski-mounted
Track-mounted
Truck-mounted

What attachment fits the crane in this illustration?
a.

28.

Truck-mounted
Ski-mounted
Track-mounted
Wheel-mounted

has
can
can
has

dragline capabilities.
lift objects.
drive piles.
a more efficient cleaning action.

What attachment does not belong to the Drott 40 Cruz air excavator?
a.
b.

c.
d.

4-In-1 Drott
Wrist-o-twist
Auger
Ditch digging bucket
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34.

The purpose of the clamehell attachment is to
a.
b.
c.
d.

35.

What attachment does not belong to the Drott MC2500 crane?
a.
b.

c.
d.

36.

a.

lift loads.

b.

excavate mops.

c.

drive wood, steel A concrete pilings.
dig ditches.

Which attachment belongs to the Grove crane?
a.
b.

c.
d.

38.

Nook block
Pile driver
Clamshell
Dragline

The purpose of the excavator bucket is
a.
b.

c.
d.
6.

Pile driver
NOok block
Clamshell
4.inpl Orott

The purpose of the pile driver attschonts is to

4.

37.

work at above, or on top ground level.
work it above, or below ground level.
work only on top of the surface.
All of the above

loading aggregate.
digging pits.
excavating quarries.
digging trenches.

Matching: Match the name of each attachment in column 1, group 1 (39- 41)and group 2
(42 -44), with its correct illustration in column 2. For each item, select the ONE
letter (a, b, c, N. or e) indicating your choice. After the corresponding number on
the answer sheet, blacken the appropriate circle.
Value:

1 point each
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CONN 1

Colton 2
Illustrations

314 PM Moor
40.

Nook Stook

41.

Clookol1

0.

2E11
4. Oita closeout bucket
wilorfst-o-beist

43.

b.

161t1porposo

44. Excardor locket

C.

C.

H.

Multiple Choice:
Select the ONE answer that SENT templates the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number a y
answer sheet, blacken the
appropriate circle.
Value:
45.

What are the three parts of wire rope?
a.

b.
c.
0.

46.

O.

c.
O.

b.

c.
O.

c.

O.

O.

Ax and scissors
Hydraulic cutter and oxyacetylene torch
Hydraulic cutter and welder
File and chisel

Continuous use and lubrication
Reeving the wrong way and lack of lubrication
Lubrication lack of use
Not using it and storing it in a cool place

Quarterly
Semi-annually
Weekly
Annually

quagmire.
stable ground.
soft ground.
wet ground.

When are lifting capacities reduced?
a.
b.

c.
d.

53.

melting two ends together
fitting it around the right sheave
cutting wire rope before tying
securing or tying off wire rope before cutting

When lifting loads. it is safer to lift on
a.
b.
c.

52.

of
of
of
of

How often should cranes and excavators be load-tented?
a.
b.
c.
d.

51.

Process
Process
Process
Process

Which of the following two causes will shorten the life of wire rope?
a.
b.

50.

number of strands in wire rope
diameter of the wire rope
length of the wire rope
number of wires in a wire rope

What two devices are used for cutting ire rope?
a.

49.

The
The
The
The

What is the definition of seizing (wire rope)?
a.
b.

46.

Wire, rope, and core
Core,oil, and wire
Strands, core, and string
Wire, strands, and core

What specific measurement would you use to determine the width, distance, and
number of seizings?
a.
b.
c.

47.

1 point each

When
When
When
When

a
a
a
a

boom length exceeds normal standard been length
boom width exceeds normal steadied boom width
boom weight exceeds normal standard been weight
cable weight exceeds normal standard cable weight

A Jib attached to the boom provides greater
a.

b.
c.
0.

boom strength.
lift.
horizontal reach.
vertical reach.
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64.

If a crane operator attempts to pick up a @extern load from the side of the crane,
what will happen?
a.

b.
c.
d.
I.

Crane will shoot
Tipping may occur

Tires my go flat
The cable will break

Notch each of the hand signels in column 1, group 1 (55 -59), group 2
(8044), group 3 (6345), and group 4 (70-741 with its proper illustration in column
For each item in each of the 4 groups, select the one letter (a, b, c, d, or e)
2.
indicating your choice. After the corresponding number or the answer sheet, blacken
the appropriate circle.

Notching:

Value:

55.
55.
57.
58.
59.

1 point each

Colon 1

Column 2

iEggLI

Illustration

Lower the boom slowly
Raise the boos slowly
Raise * little
Lower the boom and
hold the load
Raise the boom

a.

b.

c.

01,
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d.

e.

60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Column 1

Column 2

Group 2

Illustration

Stop
Swing
Lower
Lower
Raise
lower

a.

in direction
slowly
the load
the boom and
the load

b.

R11
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c.

d.

e.

65.
66.

Column 1

Column 2

Group 8

Illustration

Raise or hoist slowly
Open bucket

a.

O. Raise the load
68.
69.

Lower the boom and
raise the load
Lower the boom

R-12

b.

c.

d.

e.

R13
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70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

Column 1

Column 2

lEgg.4

Illustration

Emergency stop
Maneuver forward slow
and easy
Raise the boom and hold
the load
Lower a little
Close bucket

a.

b.

c.

d.

R14

e.

J.

Multiple Choice: Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the
appropriate circle.
Values
75.

when working near a power line whot should you do?
a.

b.
c.
d.
76.

K.

Cut the wires.
Test the wires to see if they are still alive.
Notify the power company to de- energize the lime.
It doesn't matter what you do.

When operating near power lines, who should you have with you?
a.
b.
c.
d.

77.

1 point each

An electrician
A Plumber
An instructor
A signalman

Mammal' men should perform crane operations?
e.

4

b.
c.
d.

2

3

Questions 78-80 Pertain to the User's Safety Booklet
values
78.

When using outriggers, why would you extend all bums completely?
a.

b.
c.

d.

79.

For
For
For
For

maximum stability
minimum stability
soft ground
hilly ground

When you arrive at the job site with the crane or excavator, you should
e.
b.
c.

d.
80.

1 point each

pay attention to the weather.
pay attention to the person doing the job.
take the job site for granted.
have enough room to maneuver in.

You should never using or position a hook or load over the
a.
b.
t.
d.

ground crew or truck cab.
ground crew or field.
rear end of the dump truck.
scraper or pond.

R-15
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I.

Multiple Choice: Select the One answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
the question.
After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blaCken the
appropriate clftle.
Value:
81.

Who is responsible for making before., during-, and after- operation checks or a
crane?
a.

b.

82.

c.
d.

c.
'I.

Maintenance chief
Operations chief

operators become familiar with their equipment.
quarterly preventive maintenance will not be needed.
defects are discovered and corrected before they cause serious damage failure.
operators are familiar with the area in which they are required to operate.

In the group of items below (items 83-$7), match the operational checks in
Matching:
column 1 Oth the time when they are to be done in column 2. Select the ONE letter
(a, b, or c), indicating your choice. After the corresponding number on the answer
sheet, blacken the appropriate circle.
Value:

83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
N.

Unit mechanic
Operator

Before-, during-, and after-operation inspections are performed to insure that
a.
b.

M.

1 point each

1 point each

Column 1

Column 2

Operational check

When done

Oil level
Remove ignition keys
Temperature gauge
Breien wires
Unusual noises

a.

Before operst.,on

b.
c.

During operation
After operation

Select the ONE answer which BEST completes the statement or answers
Multiple Choice:
the question. After the corresponding number on the answer sheet, blacken the
appropriate circle.
Value:
88.

Recognizing a sympton, determining its cause, and applying a remedy are the basic
procedures for
a.
b.

c.
d.

89.

b.

c.
d.

Other engines
Engine oil
Oily equipment
Oil engine

What is the symbol for Oil Gear?
a.

b.

91.

performing a before operation inspection.
perComing weekly preventive maintenance.
troubleshooting malfunctions.
load testing a crane.

What does OE stand for?
a.

90.

1 point each

GAA
GO

c.

OG

d.

HB

What does G4
a.
b.

c.
d.

stand for?

Automotive Grease
Grease Automotive and Artillery
Gear oil
Hydraulic Brake

R-16
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What does the symbol HB stand for?
a.
b.

c.

d.

93.

What is the symbe' for Solvent Ory Cleaning?
a.
b.
c.
d.

94.

SAF

OES
SD
HB

When operating in adverse conditions, such as in extremely high or low
temperatures or in extremely dusty areas, when should you lubricate your crane and
excavator?
4

4.
b.
c.

d.

95.

Hydraulic Brake Fluid
Hydraulic Batteries
Hydrogen Fluid
Brake bands.

More freouently than recommended in the LI
Less frequently than recommended in the LI
In strict accordance with the LI
Only after the job is completed

Before lubricating your crane and excavator, you should always insure that you
have the proper TM and
a.
b.

SL.
LI.

c.

FM.

d.

TI.

Total Points:

95
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